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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Review of Univariate Case 
There are a number of ways to characterize and describe 
univariate probability distributions. Among these are 
specification of the cumulative distribution function, 
which in the case of absolute continuity is equivalent to 
specifying the probability density function. Alternatively, 
one can specify the characteristic function of the distribu­
tion. While these functions serve to describe a distribu­
tion in its entirety, one is often interested only in a few 
summary values which describe some important characteristics 
of a distribution. These parameters fall into such categories 
as measures of location (i.e., where the distribution is 
located on the line) and measures of dispersion (i.e., what is 
the "spread" of the distribution). Much of classical 
probability and statistics deals with properties of these 
parameters as well as their estimation. 
In as much as this paper will deal exclusively with 
measures of location, it is appropriate here to review some 
of the important results which have been obtained regarding 
such measures for the univariate case. Bickel and Lehmann 
(1975) give the following definition of a location parameter: 
2 
Definition 1.1: (measure of location/location parameter) 
Let 3- be a suitably large class of univariate probability 
distribution functions. Define the functional 
U ( • ) : 3 ^ E\ 
Let Fe^ and suppose X is a random variable with distribution 
function F. Then u(F) (or we will often use the notation 
y(X)) is a measure of location (or a location parameter) 
for F (or X) if y (F) satisfies the following three "axioms 
of location": 
(ul) Suppose FeZr Gel and F(x) ^  G(x), VxetK. 
Then y (F) <_ y (G) 
(u2) y (ax+b) = ay(x)+b, Va>0, belB. 
(u3) y (-X) = -y (X) 
These are generally accepted conditions any location 
parameter should satisfy. The first deals with the concept 
of stochastic order; a random variable X (with distribu­
tion function F) is said to be stochastically smaller than a 
random variable Y (with distribution function G) if X tends to 
take on smaller values than Y. More precisely, this means 
P(X<x) ^  P(Y^x), ¥xefi5., or equivalently F(x) ^ G(x), VxelR. 
In this case, it is natural to expect any measure of location 
for F to be less than or equal to a corresponding measure of 
location for G. 
The last two axioms describe the behavior of y(•) under 
3 
certain types of linear transformations. 
Axiom (u2) can be decomposed into 
(u2.1) %(ax) = ay(X), Va>Q 
and 
(u2.2) y(X+b) = v(X)+b, VbeR 
Thus, (u2.1) states that y(•) is appropriately transformed 
under a change of scale in the sense that changing the scale 
of the distribution of X and then determining y(aX) yields 
the same result as when first finding y(X) and then trans­
forming to the new scale ay(X). Similarly, (u2.2) states 
that y(-) is appropriately transformed under a translation. 
Axiom (u3) states that y ( •) is appropriately transformed 
under a reflection of the line about the origin. In 
addition to proving some simple results implied by these 
axioms, Bickel and Lehmann (1975) also show that these 
axioms are mutually independent; that is, any one cannot be 
deduced from the others. 
Examples of location parameters in the univariate case 
are 
r 
(i) the mean: y^(F) = j xdF(x) 
(ii) the median: ygCF) = F ^ 
-T_ 
where F (y) = sup{x:F(x} <_y} 
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(iii) the average of the first and third quartiles: 
In fact, in the same paper, three broad classes of location 
parameters are defined and their asymptotic relative effi­
ciencies are discussed. These classes are: 
(i) {u(F): Y(F) =|[F~^(u) +F"^(1-U)], 0<U<|} 
or, more generally, 
rl 
{u(F): y(F) = F (t)dK(t) where K is any 
0 
distribution on (0,1) which is symmetric about the 
• • poin-c . 
(ii) Take y(F) equal to that value of 0 which maxi­
mizes the quantity 
{L[F(x+e) -F(-X+e)] - L[F(x) - F(-x)]}dx 
0 
where L is an increasing, bounded, convex 
function on [0,1] with L(0) = 0. 
(iii) Take y(F) equal to the value of 6 which mini­
mizes the quantity 
p(x-9)dF(x) 
where p is a positive, even, convex, twice dif-
ferentiable function. 
It is important to note that if X is symmetric about a 
point 6, then all of these classes reduce to the single point-
y (X;) =9. To be more specific, we have the following 
5 
definition of symmetry. 
Definition 1.2; (symmetric random variable/symmetric 
distribution function) 
A random variable X is symmetric about a point 6E% if 
X—0 —X+0 , 
or equivalently, if X-20 ^ -X. In terms of the distribu­
tion function, we say F is symmetric about 0 if 
F (x+0) = l-F(-x+0), VxE (K . 
In case X is not symmetric,- many points may serve as 
location parameters. Doksum (1975) characterizes this set 
of location parameters and establishes some important 
results concerning it. He uses three different methods 
to construct a set of points, any one of which would serve 
as a "reasonable" measure of where a given distribution is 
located on the line. His first approach is as follows: 
distribution function F, define the support of F by S(F) = 
{x:0<F(x)<1}. F will be approximated from above and below 
by two symmetric distribution functions. The points of 
symmetry £ and F of these two distributions will then 
be used to define the location interval [^,0j. To this 
end, let F denote the distribution function of -X, i.e., 
F(x) = l-F(-x), ¥x s.t. -XES(F). 
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Let H be the function which bisects all horizontal lines 
connecting F and F (see Figure 1.1). 
Then H is a continuous, increasing distribution func­
tion which is symmetric about zero in the sense that if Y 
has distribution function H, then so does -Y. H can 
implicitly be defined as the distribution function 
whose inverse is given by 
H"^(U) = |[F"^(U) + F"l(u)], 0<u<l. 
It should be noted that if F is symmetric about 0, then 
F, F and H all have the same shape and 
H(x-0) = F (x) , VxsR. 
When F is not symmetric, Doksum approximates it from above 
and below as follows: define the lower point of symmetry 
of F as 
Û  ^  /  Û  «  T J  f v — " s  T ?  / \  I  
 ^  ^ L V / *'  ^ / f 
Define the upper point of symmetry of F as 
= inf{0: H(x-0) £ F (x) , ¥x} 
If there is no 0 s.t. H(x-0) > F(x), ¥x, take 0„ = 
— —r 
similarly, let 0^ = +•» if there is no 0 s.t. H(x-0) £ F(x) , 
Vx. 
Define [0_, 0„] to be the location interval for F. 
—£ r 
Doksum (1975) proves the following useful result: 
7 
-1 1 — —1 0 
Figure 1.1. Construction of a distribution function K, 
syinmetric about zero 
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Proposition 1.1: Let d *  ( x )  = x-H ^ (F (x)), xsSCF). 
Then 
= inf{0*(x): X£S(F)}, 9^ = sup{e*(x): X£S(F)} 
Proof: H(x-0*(x)) = H(H"-{F(X))) = F (x) . 
inf 6*(x) is the largest 6 s.t. H(x-6) > F (x), Vx 
X ^ 
and 
sup 9*(x) is the smallest 0 s.t. H(x-0) < F(x), Vx. 
X ^ 
The resuit follows. 
Note that 9*(F"^(U)) = F~^( u ) ( u )  
= F~^(u) - J[F"^(U) + F"^(U)] 
= |[F~^(u) - F"^(U)] . 
Recall now that F(x) = l-F(-x), Vx s.t. -xeS(F). 
So if u = F(x) 
1-u = F(-x) 
-b X = F ^(u) = -F ^(1-u) 
Hence, we can define ra^ (u) = 9^ (F ^ (u) ) = ^ (u) + F ^(1-u)]. 
Note that (u) is symmetric about u = ^. Thus, the above 
proposition can be rephrased as 
9^p = inf{mp(u) : 0<u_<^} and 
Fp = sup{mp(u): 0<u<_|-}. 
It should be noted that when F cannot be assumed to be 
continuous and increasing, Doksum uses the following 
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modification of the above construction: 
Let F ^(u) = inf{x: F(x)^u, xsS (F) } 
and 
F ^(u) = sup{x: F(x)<u, xeS(F)}, 0<u<l. 
Let H be the distribution function whose inverse is given by 
H ^(u) = ^[F ^(u) + F ^(u)], when ue(0,l) 
is a point of continuity of either F ^ or F~^. Thus, H is 
defined at all points except where F and F are both constant. 
At these points, H is defined by right continuity. H is 
symmetric about zero and we take 
= inf [x-H~^ (F (x) ) ] 
xeS(F) 
and 
F = sup [x-H~^(F(x))]. 
XES(F) 
The question arises why not use some other symmetric 
distribution (for example, a N(0,1) distribution) to 
approximate F? Doksum shows that using H, as constructed 
above, yields a certain optimality property that other 
distributions do not possess. It is natural to want the 
location interval to be a small as possible. That is, 
if G is symmetric, and if G serves as the approximating 
distribution for F, it is natural to minimize the hori­
zontal distance between F and G. Thus, G should minimize 
A(F,G)^=^ supjF ~(u)-G ^(u)I. Doksum proves the following 
u 
result. 
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Theorem 1.1; In the class of distribution functions G 
symmetric about m^ = median of F, the distribution HCx-m^) 
minimizes . .. 
A(F,G) = sup|F"-(U)-G"^(u) I. 
u 
Proof : Without loss of generality, assume m^ = 0, then 
G~^(u) = -G"^(1-U). 
F ^ (u) = -F ^ (1-u) , SO that 
A(F,G) = sup|f"^{u)-g"^(u)I 
u 
= sup IF ^(u)-G~^(u)| 
u 
Thus, A(F,G) = [^6(F,G) + A(F,G)] 
> J sup{ 1F~^(U)-G~^(U) 1 + 1F"^(U)-G~^(U) I } 
u 
_> J SUP1f"^(U) - F~^(u) I 
u 
= à (F..H) 
which is the desired result. 
The second approach Doksum uses is to consider the 
set of location parameters for a given distribution F; 
i.e., the points which satis^j the axioms given by Bickel 
and LeliTfiann. More specifically, Doksum defines a location 
parameter to be the real-valued location function 9 (defined 
on the class 3" of distribution functions) satisfying location 
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axioms (ul)-(u3) for all F with finite support (i.e., with 
S(F)c[a,b], -<»<a£b<<») . Let denote the set of all real-
valued location parameters 0,. Then, for a given distribu­
tion function F, he defines 
Lp = {8p: 8 8p exists} 
to be the location set for F. 
Doksum's third approach involves the use of the function 
of symmetry. In the case of a symmetric distribution, there 
exists a unique constant 0 s.t. X'vX+20. This property can 
be generalized to any distribution function F (not neces­
sarily symmetric) by letting 6 be a function for each F. 
Note that 
X~-X+28 
F(x) = F(x-28) , Vx F(x+28) = F(x), Vx 
In general, define 0p(x) such that 
F(x) = F(x+28p(x)), or more precisely, 
28p(x) = sup{8: F(x) ^  F (x-2S ) } , XES(F) (1.1) 
So, 28p(x) is the horizontal distance between F and F at x. 
We can solve Equation (1.1) for 0^Xx) to obtain 
8p(x) = |[X-F"^(F(X))] , xeS(F) 
When F is continuous, F (X) ^  U(0,1) so that X-28p(X) = 
12 
F~^(F(X)) has distribution function F. Thus, X-20p(X) -v -x. 
Doksum defines 0p(x) as a symmetry function in the 
sense that X, when shifted to the left by the amount 28p(X) 
has the same distribution as -X. The range of 0p ( •) can be 
used as a location set for F : R(8p) = {8p(x): xeS(F)}. 
Doksum establishes the following results concerning the 
symmetry function 8p(x): 
Theorem 1.2; Suppose F is continuous. If A is any function 
such that X-2A (X) -X and x-2A (x) is nondecreasing for 
almost all x(F), then A(x) = 8p(x) for almost all x(F). 
Theorem 1.3: (i) For each x, 8p(x) satisfies axiom (ul) , 
(ii) If a>0, then for all beR, 
6 a x + b  ^ ^  =  a 8 ^  ( x )  +  b  
(iii) If F is increasing on S(F), then, 
0_X(F"^(F(x) ) ) = -e^Cx) 
(iv) Let m_ denote the median of F. If F is 
r 
increasing then 8^(m^) = m^. If E(X)<« 
then E ( 8 p ( X )  ) = E(X) . 
Theorem 1.4: If X-8^-X+8, then P(8p(x) = 6) = 1. If 
8p(x) = 0, ¥X£S(F), then X-S'v-X+e. If F is strictly 
increasing on S(F), then X.-0'\.-X+8 if and only if 8p(x) = 
for xeS(F). 
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Probably the most significant result of Doksum's work is the 
equivalence of the three methods of constructing a location 
set. He proves the following: 
Theorem 1.5: (1) If F is increasing and continuous oh its sup­
port, then the closure of the location set equals the 
location interval [0_, . 
—r r 
(2) If F is increasing and continuous on its support, 
then the closure of the range of 8^, ( - ) equals the location 
interval [0_p, F^] . 
B. Statement of Problem and Summary 
of Results 
It is the purpose of this paper to extend Doksum's 
results to multivariate distribution functions. The bi-
variate case will be emphasized due to the ease of geo­
metric interpretation. Multivariate generalizations will be 
discussed briefly in the concluding chapter. 
Two location regions will be obtained using two 
stochastic orderings. The standard ordering is used in 
Chapter II to construct a location region in the plane. By 
three approaches completely analogous to Doksum's methods, a 
well-defined closed convex location set is obtained, any 
point of which would be an appropriate measure of where the 
given distribution is located in the plane. It will then be 
shown that this region depends on the distribution function 
14 
only through its marginal distributions so that by using a 
weaker type of stochastic ordering based solely on the 
marginals yields exactly the same location region. Having 
thus defined the location set, its estimation is con­
sidered. An algorithm, based on a random sample from a 
bivariate distribution, is developed and implemented by way 
of a computer program given in the appendix. This program 
is applied to computer-generated samples from some common 
bivariate distributions and the resulting plots of the 
estimated location region are presented. The fact that 
this region is a consistent estimator of the true location 
region is also established. 
Chapter III similarly uses Doksum's three approaches to 
construct a location region, this time using a more restric­
tive type of stochastic ordering defined through the con­
ditional distributions of the given bivariate distribution 
4 rpv* n C "f-Tyv-sa r-\ f /-> "î •nrr T7*îol(^C. 1 n rTOTlOr"P I , a IP TTÎpT" 
location region than that obtained by using the standard 
ordering. Also, results on estimation, similar to those 
obtained in Chapter II are presented. Finally, the exposition 
of a class of location parameters is undertaken. This class 
is obtained by minimizing the value of a double integral, 
similar in spirit to Bayesian estimation of a location 
parameter. 
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Chapter IV discusses some applications of the location 
region. In addition to the primary goal of obtaining measures 
of location for asymmetric bivariate distributions, it is 
apparent that the size of the location set can be used to 
characterize the degree of asymmetry of the distribution. 
Using some results from convex analysis, an intuitively ap­
pealing measure of asymmetry is obtained. This chapter 
concludes with a discussion of the use of location parameters 
to order distributions. This is done in general as well as 
for the special case of ordering components of a random 
vector. 
The final chapter presents a multivariate generalization 
of the results of Chapters II-IV and concludes the paper with 
a summary. 
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II. CONSTRUCTION VIA THE STANDARD 
AND MARGINAL ORDERINGS 
A. Definitions 
It is necessary to begin with some definitions and no­
tation. First, some important groups of transformations 
on IR^ will be considered. 
Definition 2.1: (transformations on the sample space 
(a) Let & denote the collection of all rigid motion 
transformations; i.e., C is the Euclidean group 
(a subgroup of the group of all nonsingular 
affine transformations) on . Thus, 
S = {(H,k): H is an orthogonal transformation of 
into and kelR^ is constant}. 
Any element of E defines the mapping 
X ^ Hx + k, Vx^B^. 
Geometrically, ^  is the collection of all rotations 
and reflections of the plane, followed by a trans­
lation. 
(b) Let ~? denote the collection of all symmetric posi-
tive-definite linear transformations. 
Geometrically, 'p is the collection of all trans­
formations which stretch or shrink the plane without 
inverting the axes. 
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Note: ""P is not a group; while it is closed under inverses, 
it is not closed under products. 
2 Notation : Orthogonal transformations of R will be denoted 
by H. Any orthogonal transformation of the plane is either 
rotation of the plane about the origin or a reflection of 
the plane about a line through the origin. 
Rotations of the plane through a (counterclockwise) 
angle a will be denoted by R^. We have 
f c o s  a  —sin 
R^ =1 1, 0<a<2w. 
Vsin a cos J' 
Reflections of the plane about a line through the 
origin making an angle 6 = ^ with the x^-axis will be 
denoted by T . We have 
a 
(cos a sin a\ ! , 0<A<2TR. sin a -cos a) 
Symmetric positive-definite transformations of the 
plane will be denoted by S. 
Results from linear algebra: 
(1) For any reflection T^, we have 
(- °\ 
and 
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(2) For any symmetric positive-definite transforma­
tion S, we have 
S = H'DH 
where H is orthogonal and D = for some d^>0, d2>0. 
The collection of all positive definite diagonal matrices 
-J>* is a group. 
(3) Any nonsingular linear transformation A can be 
expressed as A = SH where S is symmetric positive-definite 
and H is orthogonal. 
(4) An affine transformation A is a transformation of 
the form Ax = Tx + c; i.e., A is a linear transformation 
followed by a translation. The set of all nonsingular 
affine transformations (i.e., where T is nonsingular) consti­
tutes a group, the affine group A2(R) . 
(5) Any affine transformation carries the center of 
mass of a set to the center of mass of the transformed set. 
(6) Any affine transformation carries parallel sets to 
parallel sets. 
Ordering points in the plane: We will define 
- \^2i - 1^2/ " 
2 if x^^y^^ and ^2—^2 ' Hence, on R is a partial ordering 
2 
of ^  , but it is not a total ordering. 
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Definition 2.2: (symmetry of distribution functions) 
If the random vector X has bivariate distribution function 
F, then X and F are said to be symmetric about the point 
If X has distribution function F, then X and F are said 
to be symmetric about the line L: Xg = ax^+b if 
where 6= 2 arctan a. 
It is appropriate now to define a stochastic ordering 
for bivariate distributions. In the univariate case., the 
stochastic ordering defined in the preceding review of the 
univariate approach is most often used. In the bivariate 
case, there are a number of ways to order distributions. 
For the purposes of this paper, a number of relevant 
orderings will be considered. To this end, let 
R (X-e) 'X. X-0 
This is equivalent to or 
20 
I x A  
X = I ^ 1 be a random vector with continuous, strictly 
- \%2j ' i
increasing distribution function F and let Y = be a 
random vector with continuous, strictly increasing distribu­
tion function G. Denote the respective marginal distribu­
tion functions by 
= F(x^,+oo) , 
Fx (Xg) = F(+~/ , 
= G(y^, +»), 
Gy (Yg) = G(+", yg), 
Denote the respective conditional distribution functions fay 
1X2^^1'^2^' ^ X2|x^(*2l*l)' 
"^Yi I Y2 ^^1'^2^ ' ^Y2 IY^ ^^2 1^1^ • 
Definition 2.3(a): (standard stochastic ordering) 
We say X is stochastically smaller than Y if 
F(x^,X2) ^ G(X^,X2) VX^,X2 
This will be termed the standard stochastic ordering, 
21 
(b) (marginal stochastic ordering) 
We say X is marginally smaller than Y in the x^-
direction iff (x^) ^  (x^), vx^. We say X is 
marginally smaller than Y in the XG-direction iff (Xg) 
^ Gy (Xg), VX2' say X is marginally smaller than Y iff 
_X is marginally smaller than Y in both the x^-direction and 
the XG-direction. 
(c) (conditional stochastic ordering) 
We say X is conditionally smaller than Y in the x^^-
direction iff F^ (x^jxg) 1 {x^) and (Xg) >_ 
Gy (yg), Vx^fXg- Say X is conditionally smaller than Y 
in the XG-direction iff F^ j ^ (x^|x^) > G^ |^ (X2 jx^) and 
Fx (x^) ^  Gy (x^), Vx^yXg. We say X is conditionally 
smaller than Y iff X is conditionally smaller than Y in 
both the x^-direction and the x^-direction. 
(d) (strong conditional stochastic ordering) 
We say X is strongly conditionally smaller than Y in the 
x^-direction iff F^ (x^Jxg) 1 | (x^ | y2) , Vx^, ^ ^2-^2' 
and F^ ( x _ )  > G„ (x_), Vx_. We say X is strongly 
2 2 
conditionally smaller than Y in the x^-direction iff 
i =Y2|Y/''2lyi'' ^ '^2' i 
Gy (x^), Vx^. We say X is strongly conditionally smaller 
than Y iff X is strongly conditionally smaller than Y in both 
the x^-direction and the x^-direction. 
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Remarks : (1) If and X2 are independent and if and 
are independent, then any type of conditional ordering 
implies X is marginally less than Y. 
(2) If X^ and Xg are exchangeable, and if Y^ and Y^ 
are exchangeable, then marginally (conditionally) smaller 
in the x^-direction is equivalent to marginally (conditional­
ly) smaller in the XG-direction in the sense that one implies 
the other. Also in this case, one-directional ordering 
implies both directions. 
(3) The standard stochastic ordering implies the 
marginal ordering. 
(4) We will say X is marginally (conditionally, strongly 
conditionally) larger than Y in a given direction iff Y is 
marginally (conditionally, strongly conditionally) smaller 
than X in that direction. 
(5) If F- I^ (x,|x_) is a decreasing function of x_, 
A I  ^2  - L  6  ^  
J — ^  ^  o  / - «  f Q  4  4 -  4  ^  n  ^  / Q  4  > - »  ^  n  -v ^  -v- 4 /-y c* 
equivalent. For in this case, if 
-X^jX^^l! ^2' - ^X^ jX^ ^^1' ^ 2' - *^Y^| Y2 ^^1' ^ 2' 
implying the strong conditional ordering. Similar arguments 
aDDlv if F- I.. (x_lx_) or G-- 1- (v. Ix.) are decreasina in x, , 
-- - z ' X- -L' ' -L' 
or if Gy IY (y2_|y2) is decreasing in 
It should be noted that the standard and strongly 
conditional orderings given in (a) and (d) above are 
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found extensively in the literature. The marginal and condi­
tional orderings given in (b) and (c) are special cases of 
(a) and (d) respectively, and have been found to be 
appropriate for the purpose of this paper. 
B. Construction of the Location 
Region 
Method I : (approximating F above and below by symmetric 
distributions) 
We now wish to construct a symmetric distribution 
function H, and use it to approximate F from above and 
below. While it is possible to construct such a symmetric 
bivariate distribution function by methods somewhat 
analogous to those in the univariate case, this is not 
necessary. Rather than extend the univariate results to 
the bivariate case, it is possible to reduce the bivariate 
case to the univariate case. This will be done by way 
of the marginal distribution functions. It will be 
shown that the boundaries of the location region depend on 
the bivariate distribution function F only through its 
marginals. 
On the other hand, distribution functions are based on 
"infinite" rectangles with sides parallel to the coordinate 
axes. It is desirable that the location region be inde­
pendent of the orientation of.the axes, and so we must view 
24a 
F from all possible directions ; that is, through all possible 
rotations R^, ae(0,27r]. The location region will then be 
obtained by averaging in a certain sense the regions 
obtained in each direction. 
Let S(F) = 0 < < 1} be the support 
of F. Assume F is continuous and strictly increasing in 
each argument. Let denote the linear transformation 
representing a rotation of the plane about the origin 
through a (counter-clockwise) angle a(0<a<2w). 
Let F^ denote the distribution function of (X) and 
let F^y and F denote the respective marginal distribu-
tions of and X^ where the vector || has bivariate 
distribution functions F . Let F „ and F „ denote 
a aX^ aX^ 
the c.d.f.'s of -X^ and -Xg, respectively. Then for each 
AE (0 ,27T] . 
Vx. "=1' = 1 - f.x. <-='1'' ) 
X J. X 
"0X3 "=2' = ^ - ^ aX2'"==2'' 
Let H „ be the function which bisects all horizontal 
aX^ 
lines connecting F ^ and F ^ , and let H ^ be the function 
^ aXi aXi aX„ JL _L Z. 
which bisects all lines connecting F^^ and F^^ . Then 
H ^ and H „ -are univariate distribution functions which are 
aX^ aXg 
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symmetric about zero. and can also be defined to 
be the distribution functions whose inverses are given, 
respectively, by 
\x, + ^x, I 
1 11
Define the bivariate c.d.f. H by 
a  
H^(Xi,X2) -
(Actually, any symmetric bivariate distribution function 
with marginals and would be sufficient here.) 
Now H is symmetric about the origin in the sense that 
Pl\ if I I has distribution function H , then so does i v I• 
If is symmetric about the point j = 8y then F^^ , 
F V r and H ^ all have the same shape and H ^ (x,-0,) = 
aX2 ^ aX^ 1 1 
(Xi), VXi- Similarly, F_^ , F_^ and all have the 
same shape and (Xg-Gg) = F^^ (Xg), VX2. If F^ is not 
symmetric, it can be approximated by using the standard 
stochastic ordering as follows : 
Let L = {0: H (x-e) > F: (x), Vx} 
a  —  a —  —  —  a —  —  
U = {0: H (x-0) < F (x), Vx} 
c c  —  c c  —  —  —  cx  —  —  
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Let 0* = sup L , 6** = inf U 
-^a 0 " -^a e " 
(using the component-wise ordering given before). 
Let = the rectangular region defined by 
{x: 0* < X < 0**} 
- -^a " - -^a 
(see Figure 2.1a). 
The location region for F is then given by 
It was noted that in using the distribution function H 
to approximate F^ from above and below the only important 
constraint on was that it have the appropriate marginals, 
H „ and H ^ . This leads one to wonder whether the 
aX^ aXg 
marginal ordering could have been used in the construction of 
the sets and L^. The following proposition shows that 
indeed the rectangle is the same under either the 
standard stochastic ordering or the marginal stochastic 
ordering. 
Proposition 2.1: Let F be a bivariate distribution which is 
continuous and strictly increasing in each 
argument. 
Let = {9 = fglj: 
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* *  
-F 
I-F 
X. 
Figure 2.1a, Diagram of a typical location region A 
for the distribution function F , for 
a£(0,2iT] 
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L. = 
Let 
/®l\ 
ct ~ ~ ^62)' -^a^^l'^2^' 
M 
Then 
a" =<®1= i= = "1= i= 
a a 
Proof : 
Since H^Cx^fXg) 
\x - FoXn (x^), Vx^, it is clear that 
1 1 
:%(: *% 
a  a  
We now wish to show . 
a  a 
Assume not- Assume but la ± a 
... /®l\ ^ 
Now if 0, £M = i' ^fEiXL, VÔZE m . And, if 
X C 6  *  0 /  
n  )  f O i V  
6i<-' -* e« = ¥0|e|> . 
Also, 
and 
^*eL^ »i> 3 (Xj^,X2) s.t. 
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If the support of is bounded, then 
^aX- ^a^^l~®l'^2"®2^ 1 6^^-°° 1 
If the support of F^ is unbounded, then 
Box. H^<>=1-®1'=2-®2' i^c.'=l'=2' 
1 0^->—°° 
(by strict monotonie ity of F.) 
In either case, we have a contradiction. 
Note 
and 
a 
: Let = (Gg: ^  
L'2' = {e,: i = Ç^jsL^}, 
V' = "l= 
= <02= i 
a'L' = {e^= e 
• u<2) . (02= i =^g^jcu^}. 
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Arguments similar to those in the lemma yield 
*(2) = 7^2) 
"a a 
a a 
n(2) = o(2), 
a a 
This result implies a certain redundancy in the con­
struction of each rectangular region . Since we consider 
all possible rotations of the distribution F, the rotation 
corresponding to a. = yields F ^ = F . Thus, in the 
^0 1 2 
construction of the approximating distribution function , 
it is sufficient that have first marginal distribution 
equal to the first marginal distribution of F^ and second 
marginal distribution . That is, take 
If F is svmmetric about the line = 8^, then K and 
F^^ will have the same shape, and (x^-G^) = F^^ (Xg) 
Vx^. When F^ is not symmetric, we canuse to approximate 
F^ marginally from above and below in the X2-direction as 
follows : Take 
^ ^^2= ^aX2^^2~®2^ ^*2^' 
^ ^ ®2' \X2^ ^2~®2^ - ^0X2^*2)' **2^' 
Let 8*^ = sup 1^, 8** = inf U^. 
®2 ®2 
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Define the "infinite strip" A* by 
A* = { (x, ,x^) : e* < x_ < 0** , -<=°<x, <»} 
a 2a— 2 — za ± 
(see Figure 2.1b). 
The location region then can be obtained as 
A* = N R _(B ) . 
a£(0,27T] ° G 
Clearly, we could have defined ^^(x^fXg) = (x^)?^^ (Xg) 
and approximated marginally in the x^-direction to obtain 
the same result. 
Thus, using either the standard stochastic ordering or 
a marginal ordering in either the x^- or XG-direction 
yields the same location region. We will use the two 
interchangeably throughout this chapter. 
It is worth noting at this point deficiencies in 
certain other types of stochastic orderings. A commonly 
< ^  ^ t  ^  X-S *%«• •» m  ^J— ^ M J— V* M X-V* ^   ^ /—I 4— M \  ^  ^  ^SIRB WO. ^  U_ W _L. V C*. J_  ^C*. XW,  ^ O -L. O 
Schur ordering. This ordering serves to induce a semi-
order on the class of distribution functions (it is not 
antisymmetric), and as such does not provide an ordering 
strong enough to uniquely define a location region. To 
be more specific, attempting to approximate a distribution 
function from above and below (as was done in Method I), using 
the Schur ordering yields a location region symmetric about 
the equi-angular line. Thus, we can determine the location 
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A* 
2a 
Figure 2,1b. Diagram of a typical location region 
A* for the distribution function P , 
-• a ' 
ae (0, 27T] 
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of a given distribution only up to a reflection about the 
line y=x. This weakness of the Schur ordering is also found 
more generally in orderings defined by way of finite reflec­
tion groups, and hence it is found in the multivariate 
generalization of these orderings as well. 
Proposition 2.1 says, in effect, that we can reduce the 
bivariate problem to a univariate problem by considering 
the marginal distribution functions in each direction. None­
theless, problems similar to those mentioned above are again 
encountered in the univariate case if the ordering used is not 
antisymmetric. For example, a univariate ordering introduced 
by van Zwet (1964) termed "c-precedes" also fails to deter­
mine a location interval. In fact, this ordering is inde­
pendent of location and scale, and as such, it is in­
appropriate to use for the purposes of this paper. 
Method II: (axioms of location) 
We now extend the univariate axioms of location to the 
plane. = 9^^ will be the candidate for measure of location 
for F. Desired properties of : 
(Bl) whenever X is stochastically smaller 
than Y in terms of the standard ordering. (In 
view of Proposition 2.1, we can equivalently 
require (Bl') ^ ^<8^ whenever X is marginally less 
than Y.) 
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(B2) ix+a = g-x + 3' 
(B3) H an orthogonal transformation of 
(B4) 0_gj^ = S a symmetric positive definite 
transformation of R . 
Remarks : 
By (B2) and (B3), we have 
(1) If F is symmetric about the line ^ 2 ~ then 
—X ~ is on the line of symmetry; i.e., 
®2 ~ s9^+b. For by (B2) and (B3) if denotes 
the reflection of the plane about the line 
X2 = ax^, then 
Hence, 9^-Q = 
- (.:4. 
„ L) |Q j is invariant w.r.t. 
is on the line = ax^ 
62 — aô^Tu. 
(2) If F is symmetric about the point then 
9 ^ = 0 .  T h i s  f o l l o w s  f r o m  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  i f  
—/i — 
R (X-9) ~ X-9, then 
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= 
0„-0 is invariant under the rotation R . Hence, 
—A — TT 
9^-9 =0 or 9^ = 9. 
Remark ; In view of result (2) from linear algebra and 
axiom (B3), we could change axiom (B4) to 
(B4 • ) iox = Dix' D = Igl dj ' d^>0, d2>0. 
This is possible since we then have 
-^X ^ ' DHX 
= (by axiom (B3)) 
=  H ' ( b y  a x i o m  ( 3 4 ' ) )  
= (by axiom (B3) 
= S8x, 
implying axiom (B4). 
Let 9_. denote a functional defined on the class of 
2 distribution functions defined on . 
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Definition 2.4; (bivariate location parameter) 
will be called a location parameter iff it satisfies (Bl)-
(B4) for all F with finite support (i.e., with 
S(F)c [a,b] X [c,d] for some -<»<a, b, c, d<«). 
^ will den.c-t€-. the collection of all location 
parameters £. 
For a given F, the location set is defined to be 
the collection of values of the location parameters that 
exist at F. Thus, 
Lp = E j), exists}. 
There are many ways to define an order relation 
between random vectors or their corresponding distribution 
functions. Indeed, four such possible orderings appropriate 
for use with measures of location will be employed in this 
paper. However, there appears to be no intrinsic reason why 
ens would choose one of these orderings over the other. 
This might lead one to hope that location parameters could 
be defined without reference to any such stochastic 
ordering. Hence, a relevant question is whether the location 
axioms can be reduced to only (B2)-(B4) and subsequently, 
if location parameters can be defined only in terms of these 
three axioms. 
Suppose is a collection of functionals defined 
on 3 into which satisfy 
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(i) iLj_ (AX) = Ay^^(X), V symmetric, positive definite 
(ii) u.(X+b) = u.(X)+b, Vbe®? 
(iii) yj_(-X) = -U^ (X) , 
for all i. Then y(X) = Z a.y. (X) where Z a. = 1 also 
i 1-1 - i 1 
satisfies (i)-(iii). 
Verification : 
(i) y(AX) = Za^£^(AX) 
= Za.Au-(X) 
1 —1 — 
= AZa-u-(X) 1—1 — 
= Ay (X) 
(ii) y (X+b) = Za^u^(X+y 
= Za. [y. (X)+b] 1 —X — — 
Za.u. (X) + bZa. 1—1 — — 1 
T" _ ,  .  f \ r \  • 
L,yj .  •  \ j .  '  ~r 1—]_ — 
= Y(X) + b 
[iii) Y(-X) = Za^y^(-X) 
= Za.[-u-(X)] 1 —1 — 
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This result clearly extends to noncountable collections 
of location functionals. 
Now, given any three affinely independent functionals 
—1' —2' —3' satisfying {i)-(iii), the above result establishes 
the fact that any affine combination of ^2' È3 also 
satisfies (i)-(iii). Hence, if the location region of a 
given distribution function contains at least three distinct, 
noncollinear points, then any point in the plane would 
satisfy (i)-(iii). Thus, the order relationship cannot 
be dispensed with. 
As in the univariate case, we can establish the fol­
lowing result. 
Theorem 2.1: If F is continuous and strictly increasing in 
each argument on its support, then the closure of the loca­
tion set Lp is contained in the location region A. 
t.TV* ^  C / TT* A ^ r 3 Vsl y F 1 
J. ^   ^  ^ k-/ \j. J L ^  f J J f  
-<»<a, b, c, d<<». Then, 8_p* and are finite for every 
a  a  
a E (0,2IT]. For any given a ,  we have 
H^(x-_9) is symmetric about the point ^  (by remark (2) 
above and (B2)), and 
H (x-0) > F (x), Vx and V9eL 
a  —  —  —  a —  —  —  a  
H (x-0) < F (x), Vx and V0eU^, 
a  —  —  —  a  —  — — a 
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Let 8_p be any candidate for a measure of location for F ; 
a 
let be any corresponding measure of location for F. 
Then < e_ ¥£eU 
a 
and 
ip 1 i Bl) 
a 
=» is a lower bound for and is an upper 
a a 
bd for L . 
a 
if 1 If i i" 
a  a  a  
-» Bp E A* 
a 
jL • 0 • / 
ÈR X = •'c.ix = '"y 'B3I > 
a— — 
-> ej,eR.^(A„)a 
Since this is true for every a, 
-* LPC A. 
The case where and £** are infinite similarly proved. 
a a 
Method -L-i-x; v the function or symmetry; 
As defined previously, a distribution F is symmetric 
about a point 6. = Vq j iff 
• fâ ' 
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(xi-2eA ^ (-xA 
2/ ; ^2/ 
As in the univariate case, we can extend this idea 
component-wise to nonsymmetric distributions by allowing 
^ to be a function for each F. Hence, consider the 
function 
2'•^l~^aX, ^^1^ ^ A A IF ^^l\ 11 I ct » 
\^^^2~^aX2 ^^aX2 ^^2^ ^ Y V2F^^^2^ 
ip = 
a 
2 
where the notation is as defined before, and a£(0,27r] is 
fixed. When F is continuous, F^^ (X^) and F^^ (Xg) (where 
have c.d.f. F^) are uniformly distributed on (0,1) and 
XI-20IF (X^) = F^^ (F^2 (X^)) has distribution F^^ and 
a _,1 1 _ 1 
^2~^®2F ~ ^ aX (^ax ^^2^^ has distribution F^^ . Thus, 
a 2 2 2 
the marginal distributions of 
i  A„ j  —r '  \  A_ I 
\ ^ a  \  I  
are the same as the respective marginal distributions of 
l~^l\ \ ] for each A£(0,2IT] and 
\ 2/ 
F continuous. 
Hence, 0^ (x) is a marginal symmetry function in the 
~ l ^ A  
sense that when the distribution ? ^ \ is shifted by an amount 
/XL\ 
20„ j ^ 1, then the marginal distributions are the same as 
- ^ V 2 l  [ - X j \  
the marginal distributions of I  „  j.  We have immediately 
\  2 1  
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the following facts regarding 2p (x) (Doksrnn,. 1975) : 
(1) For continuous if and A2 are any two 
functions s.t. 
-X^ and 
X2-2A2(X2) ~ -X2 Va£(0,2Tr], and 
x^-ZA^Cx^) and are nondecreasing 
functions for a.a. x(F^), then A^^x^) = 9^^ (x^) 
a  
and A2(x2) = 62^ (x^) a.a. x(F) . 
a  
(2) For each as (0,27r] , 0^^ (x^) and Ogp (x^) both 
a  a  
satisfy the univariate axioms of location: 
(ul) 0p<9g whenever F (x) ^  G(x), VxE#» 
(u2.1)0g^ = a0^, Va>0 
(u2 .2) = 0j^+b ¥beî?k 
(U3) 8_^ = -9^ 
Note that : 
'IF 2^*1 ^aX. (^aX. (*1^)] 
a  1 1  
)lj,  ^ u) ) 2^-aX, 
a  i l  
= (u)+F„^i-u)i 
1 X^ 
= m^ (u) (using Doksum's notation), ue(0,^] 
oX^ 
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Similarly, (v) ) = (v) + F^x 1 
a 2 2 2 
= (v), ve(0,^]. 
-OXg 
Define 
e* = inf{jci (u) : 0<u<^} , 
0 * *  = sup{rrL, (u) : 0<u<^}, 
FaX^ ^aX^ 
0* = inf{iiL, (v) : 0<v<y}, 
aXg aXg 
* * 1 6- = sup{m_ (v) : 0<v<^}. 
aXg aXg 
Define for each ae(0,2TT], the rectangular region. 
Then the closure of the range of 0^^ (x) , (xeRp) equals B , 
a  ~  
(see Figure 2.2). 
Note : is the Cartesian product of the univariate 
location intervals I„ and I for the marginal 
oX^ aXg 
distributions F ^ and F „ , resoectivelv. Hence, we can use 
aX^ aX-
the "marginal function of symmetry" to construct the fol­
lowing location region for F : Let B = R (B ) be the 
a£(0,2Tr] ^ 
(necessarily convex) location region for F. 
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X \ 
S (F) 
\ nL (u) 
Figure 2.2. Use of the marginal functions of symmetry 
to construct the location rectangle in 
direction a, a£{0,27r] 
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Geometrically, we take a line which forms an angle a with th 
x^-axis as shown above and move it "down" until there is 
probability u "above" the line (£^). Move a parallel line from 
below until there is probability u "below" the line (^>2) • 
The m^^ (u) is the line (dotted line in Figure 2.2), half 
^1 
way between 2^ and 5-2 • We do the same thing for the 
angle a to obtain HL (U) . As u varies between 0 and Y, 
"^2 the intersection of all lines m^ (u) with lines m^ (u) 
^aX]_ 0 . X 2  
yields the rectangle In Figure 2.2,. it has been rotated 
back to yield R (B ). 
^  - a  a  
This is done for every a£(0,2Tr], and B is then taken 
to be 0 R (B ) . 
ae(0,2n] " 
Theorem 2.2: Let F be continuous and strictly increasing in 
each argument. Let A be the location region for F obtained 
via method I, B the location region for F obtained via 
method XXZ• Then A—3. 
Proof : Using the previous notation, we have for each 
as  (0 ,  27T]  
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Ip = sup L = (sup sup L^2)) 
= (sup sup (by Proposition 2.1) 
= (sup{e^: H^x^(Xi-8i) 1 FaXi(=l)' ^ ^1^' 
sup{e2: \X2^ ^2~®2^ -^aX2^^2^' **2^^ 
= (inf{iiL, (u) : 0<u<-^}, inf{iru, (v) : 0<v<^}) 
-2 -2 
(by Doksum's result for the univariate 
case) 
=  ( 8 *  , 8 *  )  
aX^ aXg 
Similarly, 
0** = inf U = (inf inf 
—F 0 a a 
= (inf inf (by Proposition 2.1) 
= (in f{e^:H^^^(x^-0^) 1 FAX^(XI),  ^^1 > '  
inf{02: HciX2^^2"®2^ -^0X2^^2^' ^^2^^ 
= (sup{mp (u) : 0<u£^}, sup{mj, (v) : 0<v£j}) 
(by Doksum) 
= (0** , 0** ) 
aXj_ 0X2 
Hence, A obtained in method I equals B obtained in method 
a ^ a 
III for each a£(0,2TT]. 
A =  n  R  ( A ) =  n  R  ^( E i  )  =  B .  
A£(0,2TT] " a e ( 0 , 2 n ]  ^  
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In the univariate case, any point 9 in the location 
interval of a distribution with c.d.f. F(x) can be 
characterized as 
0 = ^[F~^(u) + F"^ (1-U)] 
= mp(u) for some ue(0,j]. 
That is, if 9elp, then ^ u (0,^] s.t. 9 = m^(u). 
A natural generalization of this to the bivariate case 
would be to characterize any point 9^ in the location region 
Kp (say) of a bivariate distribution with c.d.f. F(x,y) as 
9' = (m^ (u) , m^ (v) ) for some u, v£(0,^]. 
Xi ^2 
Here, two values u and v serve to characterize It follows 
immediately from the univariate axioms that £ so defined 
satisfies the following bivariate axioms: 
/n  \  ^ — r\  > V-L/ ^ U f A'TU. — 
(2) A9„ = 9 , where A is one of the following 
—A —AX 
transformations : 
1-1 o\ ^1 o\ [-1 o\ ( d^ 0 
0 1/' ^0 -l)' 0 -1/' 0^ d j '  V°' v°-
(3) F (x) ^  G(x), Vxeft? implies 9^p £ 
The set'K = {9: 8' = (m^ (u), m^ (v)), u, ve(0,i]} is a 
rectangle, and in fact is the Cartesian product of the 
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location intervals for the marginal distributions and 
^1 
F of F. 
^2 
If 2 so defined also satisfied the axiom for rotations 
(i.e., 8_ V = R 8-),then 0 would indeed be a bivariate 
—rC A Ct—A. — 
a— — 
location parameter. But it is apparent that in general, 
any fails to satisfy the axiom for rotations, and 
hence needs to be restricted in some way to obtain a 
subset of ^-values which not only satisfy (l)-(3), but are 
also invariant under rotations. 
To this end, consider the set B obtained via method III. 
Recall B = Pi R (B ), where B is the Cartesian 
aE(0,2n] -a G G 
product of the location intervals of F^^ and F^^ . Thus, 
B represents a sort of "averaging" of over all possible 
a 
rotations R , and we also note that B K„. We now wish to 
a F 
prove that any 0_eB is a location parameter; i.e., it satisfies 
location axioms (Bl)-(B4). As will be shown later, it 
siiffi-css "to slnow 9sS s2.td-sfi_ôs ^T_^ — (3) i.n tîii-S sscti-ori/ 
and it satisfies the axiom for rotation. 
Now 0eB^ 0e R (B ) 
AE(0,2TT] 
0_£R_^(B^); ¥a£(0,2Tr] 
R (81 EB . Vae (0.27:1 
a • a • • • 
Hence, we can characterize ^ B as follows: 
8EB 5 two functions u(-) / v(.) s.t. 
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U:(0,2IT] •> (0,J]; V:(0,2IT] (0,J] 
and \ 
(u(a))\ 
e_ = R_^ "^1 \ , Vae (0,27T] . 
Vrn^ (v(a)) 
\ 0X2 
Two properties of u(•) are evident : 
(1) u(x + = v(x) , so that 8_ is essentially 
characterized by the function u(«) alone. 
(2) u(-) is periodic with period 2IT . 
Hence, in the univariate case, it is a specific element of 
the interval (0,^] which serves to characterize any element 
Ip, while in the bivariate case it is a function whose range 
is the interval (0,^] which serves to characterize any 
element of B. 
We not introduce some terminology: 
Definition 2.5; (direction function) 
For each 8_EB, the corresponding function 
u ( • ) : (0, 27T] ^ (0,^] will be called the direction 
function of 2 with respect to F. 
The axioms of location under discussion can be divided into 
two categories; (i) those axioms which deal with trans­
formations which do not change the direction 
the coordinate axes. These are precisely axioms (l)-(3) 
mentioned at the beginning of this section, and (ii) that 
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axiom which deals with transformations which do change the 
direction of the coordinate axes. These are precisely 
the rotations. To be more explicit, we have the following 
table : 
Table 2.1. Classification of bivariate axioms; standard 
ordering 
A plane involving no 
direction change Rotation axiom 
(1) F(x) > G(x), VxeR 
ip 1 «G 
<2) ix+d = + a, WsR' 
(3) AS = 0 , where A 
—A —AX 
is one of the following 
transformations : 
i'J fy (J -îV -t)' 
^0 "1^"'" ^ 2 ^ ^ -
(1) R 8» = 0p y, Vae(0,2TT] 
a-X -R^X 
In verifying that any point 8_EB satisfies these axioms, 
it is necessary to invoke the direction function u(.). So 
given SeB, we then have at our disposal the entire cor­
responding direction function u(-). For each axiom, it is 
necessary to specify the appropriate £ of the transformed 
distribution and the check that the necessary relationship 
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holds between these two points. In the case of the axioms 
for no-direction change, u(0) will yield the appropriate 
point. For the axiom for a direction change, that is a 
rotation through an angle a, u(a) will yield the appropriate 
point• 
More specifically, consider axiom (1) of the no-
direction change axioms given above : 
Assume F (x) ^  G (x) , VxeBL^ and let . Then 2 a 
direction function u(-) for 0^^. . Consider now the point 
^ = (m (u(0)), (v(0))) (provided of course this 
point is in ; otherwise, 0 is undefined and the axiom 
—G 
holds vacuously). It is immediately obvious from the uni­
variate case that £,p £ as desired. 
The remaining no-direction change axioms follow 
similarly, using u(0). We see, in fact, that using u(0) is 
simply a marginal generalization of the univariate results. 
Consider now the axiom for a rotation through an angle 
a. Let G denote the c.d.f. of So given , a 
direction function u(-) for 0^^. Consider now the point 
01 = 0' ^  = (m„ (u(a)), m„ (v(a))). Then since 
I m_ (u (B) )\ 
fl = a = -D I OV I ITQ 
-F -X i '""1 j' 
\m (v(B))| 
V ^BX, I 
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in particular. 
8% = R 
fm^ (u(a))\ 
-jV 
liTL (v(a)) 
) 
(nig (u(a)) ^1 ^ (since G = F^) nig (v(a)) 
\ 'Ix' = IRCX' desired. 
Thus, 9„ satisfies the axiom for rotations and we thus 
—A 
have 9^ satisfies all the bivariate axioms of location: 
—A 
It satisfies (Bl) and (B2) because they are no-direction 
axioms. Now since any reflection can be expressed as 
T = R ^\, 9 satisfies the axiom for orthogonal 
^ n 1  I  y w  f — 
transformations (B3). Finally, since any symmetric p.d. 
1 ^ 1  O\ 
matrix S can be written as S = H'DH where ^ ^g d )' 
d^>0, d2>0 and K is orthogonal, 9_^ is seen to satisfy 
axiom (B4). 
We have thus proved the following theorem, providing 
the reverse inclusion to that established in Theorem 
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Theorem 2.3: The region B defined via method II is contained 
in the closure of the location set L^,. 
Hence, = A = B and all three methods yield essentially 
the same location region for the bivariate distribution F. 
Corollary : 2^ = for any nonsingular 
matrix A. 
Proof ; It is known that any nonsingular matrix A can be 
expressed as A = SH where S is symmetric positive definite 
and H is orthogonal. The result now follows from axioms 
(B3) and (B4). 
Remark: For fixed a, a and b, 9„ I „-l 
is not a location parameter. Consider X = where X^ and 
X^ are two independent x^-random variables with and m^ 
'm I degrees of freedom, respectively. Consider m = |1\ where 
\ 
m^ and m2 are the respective medians of X^ and X^. Now, the 
transformation A = represents a shear, and we have 
V  n  T  ^  /  x t X -  _  V  
A0_^ ^ .^AX' This follows upon noting that A^^ = (^ m^ j while 
/^3\ 2 6 ^  = 1  1 w h e r e  m  i s  t h e  m e d i a n  o f  a  Y -random variable 
with n^+ng degrees of freedom. The result is obtained 
since m^+m2 ^ m^. 
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1. Properties 
We will now show that, in some sense, for each 
ae(0,2iT] the distribution is the symmetric distribution 
whose shifted versions best approximate F^. The approxi­
mating distribution should be such that the resulting upper 
and lower points of symmetry should be as close as possible. 
Geometrically, this amounts to making the rectangle have as 
small an area as possible. In view of Proposition 2.1, we can 
consider the marginal distributions F ^ and F ^ of F for 
a X ^  O L  
each a£(0,2iT]. With as defined above, it is evident that 
and are each univariate distributions symmetric 
about zero. Hence, if G is any symmetric distribution of 
symmetric marginals G^ and G„ and G approximates F, we seek 
Xi Xg 
to simultaneously minimize the horizontal distance between 
Fy and G^ , and F and G^ . That is, G should minimize 
^1 ^1 ^2 *2 
A?(F,G) = sup {|Fylxu)-Gyl(u)| + [F;^(u)-G~^(u)|} 
0<u<l "1 -*]_ ^2 '"^2 
= sup {|Fy^(u)-G ^(u)|} 
0<u<l ^1 ^1 
+ sup { 1F~^(U)-G"-(U) 1 
0<u<l 2 2 
def 
with regard to the univariate case, Doksum (1975) proves 
the following theorem (a restatement of Theorem 1.1): 
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Theorem 1.1: In the class of univariate distributions, 
G symmetric about m^, = median of the univariate distribution 
function F, the distribution H(x-m^) minimizes A^(F,G). 
For reasons of symmetry, it is desirable to let F and G 
in Theorem 1.1 have the same median m. Then F and F will be 
approximated by shifts of the same distribution G. In 
the bivariate case then, H is the symmetric distribution 
whose shifted versions best approximate F in the sense of 
the theorem for each as(0,2%]. 
Thus, method I yields for each a, a rectangular region 
with the smallest area as compared to any other such 
region obtained by approximating F^ above and below by 
symmetric distributions. Hence, in this sense the resulting 
region A = fl R_ (A ) is optimally small, and we have 
as(0,2%] ^ 
the following bivariate analogue to Theorem 3. 
Theorem 2.4; In the class of distribution functions G^ 
symmetric about the point (m^ , m^ ) for each as(0,2%]. 
aX^ ^aXg 
where m„ = median of F „ , hl = median of F „ , the 
^aX^ "^1 ^aX_ 2 
distributions H ^ (x,-m„ ) and H „ (x^-nL ) minimize 
respectively. Hence, 
H (x,-m^ , x_-m ) minimizes A„(F ,G ). Thus, the 
^ GXi aX. ^ a a 
region A = fl R TA ) will have the smallest area by 
aE(0,2%] G 
using for each a. 
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It is worth noting that each of the three methods of 
constructing a location region provides a corresponding 
justification of why the region be convex. The first 
method yields a region A which is convex since it is the 
intersection of rectangles; the second method yields a 
region which is convex owing to the following fact : 
if (X)} is any collection of location functionals, then 
any convex combination of these functionals is also a loca­
tion functional, and is, therefore, in L^; the third method 
yields a region B which is convex since it is the inter­
section of infinite "strips". Of course, the fact that 
A, B and are essentially equivalent means that any one of 
the above justifications is sufficient. It is interesting 
to note though the variety of reasons for convexity. 
2. Estimation 
Given a random sample of size n from a bivariate 
distribution with distribution function Ffx^/xg), it is 
desirable to construct from these n points an estimate of 
the location region . 
Consider first the univariate case: Suppose we have a 
random sample x^,x^,...,x^ from a population with distribution 
function G(x). As given by Doksum (1975) the natural esti­
mator of the function of symmetry is given by 
0n(x) = ^[x - G^(G^(x))] 
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where G„ and are the empirical distribution functions of 
n n 
and respectively. Now 
evaluating at the order statistics gives 
2^^Ci)"*"^{n-i+l) ^ ^ " 1,2,... ,n, 
since G;^(i) = 
Hence, the natural estimates of the endpoints of the 
univariate location interval are given by 
and 
S-'Xtil+Xtn-l+l)'-
Now this can be applied to the bivariate case since 
by method III, the bivariate location region is constructed 
by considering the bivariate c.d.f. F(x^,x2) marginally 
in every direction. 
So, suppose we have a random sample 
_(2), _ (2), 
' " " l  *  '  ' ^ * ^ 2  *  r  *  *  *  r  )  
from a population with c.d".f. Ffx^fXg). Let denote the 
linear transformation which represents a rotation of the 
plane through an angle a : 
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/cos a -sin a\ 
~ I s in a cos a J' ct£(0,^]. 
IT-
V 2-
Let {aj^,a2,. -. be any finite collection of angles 
from the interval (0,^]. Then R ,...,R will represent the 
^ "l nj 
directions from which the sample c.d.f. will be 
"viewed". Two considerations concerning the a^'s are 
evident : 
(1) The a^'s should be equally spaced over the 
interval (0,^J in order to "see" f from as wide 
a range of directions as possible. This will yield 
a maximum amount of information about F. 
(2) N should be chosen large enough so that a rela­
tively high degree of resolution of the sample loca­
tion region can be achieved. In practice, some 
compromise between computer time costs and degree 
of resolution must be made (see Appendix A). 
M  1  A I  /  ( 1  A  
Let (x^ ""'^i 1 ; i = 1/2, ,n; j = 
1,2,...,N. From the univariate case then, the natural esti­
mates of 0* , 0** , 0* , and 0** are given by 
a.X, a.X. a.X_ G.x_ 
J -L J J- J ^ J ^ 
c... ^ . 1, (l)a^ ^ 
*Fna.X. " l:ï2n " =(n-i:l)J 
. ^ • 1 (l)a< (1)%4 , 
31 
and 
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1 (2)a. (2)a. 
'^na.x,  ° l<i?n ^ ^(n-i+l)' 
3 
1 (2)a^ (2)a^ 
'C.X, ° lïïïn • 
J  z  
Hence, by method III, the location region in the 
direction a. (a rectangle) is estimated by ] 
^na. = [8* , 8** ]. X [8* , §** ], 
] na-X, na.X, na.X_ na.X_ j x  j x  3 ^  3  ^  
yielding an estimated location region 
X - A s ' S '  
It will now be shown that in some sense B„ is a 
^n 
consistent estimator of This will be done in terms 
of the pseudo-metric p given by 
p(A,B) = P(AAB) 
where P is the probability measure on induced by F, A 
and B are any two P-measurable sets and AAB is the symmetric 
difference of A and B. We will prove that B^ converges 
n 
almost surely to B^ in this pseudo-metric. 
Consider first the following lemma; 
j-t^xiuiica. 6 . u_ ; uuc u i j f ii — uc a. Ui- js,—v a.i xa. uc: 
random vectors; i.e., X' = (X, ,X_„,...,X, ^), n = 1,2,3,.... 
—n j_n Zii icn 
Then {X^} converges to « 
(X^,X2, .. . ,Xj,) a.s. iff 
* a k-variate random vector X' = 
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Xj a.s. for j = 1,2, ,k. 
Proof ; Since jX^^-X^] ^  | l^-xl ] for j = 1,. it 
is clear that 
llx -x|| 0 a.s. implies |x. -X.| 0 a.s. for I I_n — I I ^ ' jn ]' 
j l,2,«*«,lc* 
Conversely, given any e>0, 3 an integer and a null 
set Nj s.t. for all n>Mj and for all co^N^ 
IX. -X.I < — , j = 1,2,...,k. 
k 
Let N = y N., M = max {M, ,...,M, }. Then, for all oj^N, n>M 
j=l 3 X K 
we have 
</!% 
j=l ^ 
= e 
This establishes the desired result. 
Now it is known from the univariate case that 9* , 
nOjX^ 
0** , §* , and 9** are strongly consistent 
^na.x.. ^na.X^ na.X* 3 1 ] 2 ] 2 
estimators of 0* , 0** , 9* , 0** , respectively. 
a^X^ ŒjX^ GjXg ajXg 
Denote the corners of the rectangular region as follows ; 
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na .X 
®F 
V n«i%2/ 
.\ 
na_.X 
\ na.X-
^j3 
®F 
na.X, 
\®F ' 
\ nCjXg 
\ 
na_.X 
na .X 
Denote the corresponding corners of the rectangular region 
B as follows: 
^.1 = (S^i\ 
J 1 Û* I 
I 
= f  ^  \  
^.3 
S h  
8** 
I  
16** \ 
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^j4 
/fi** \ 
ctjXi 
i  i 2 
Then by the preceding lemma, we have 
11^ j_ - ^  j_|l 0 a.s. for i = 1,2,3,4; Vj and so 
- a_ a . ( b a.i)|| = 
J ] ] ] 
''S.i~^.i'' ° a-s. for i = 1,2,3,4; Vj. 
Now we can interpret this result in terms of the rectangular 
regions and , (j = 1,2,...,N). We know there is a 
null set 0. s.t. for ojjzfO. the corners of ê converge J ] nOj 
pointwise to the corresponding corners of as n-^», for 
each j. Let 0 = U 0 . Then O is a null set, and for co/O, 
. j=l ^ 
the corners of B^^ converge pointwise to the corresponding 
corners of B as n->-«>, for all j . Clearly, then for w^O, 
B converges to B in the sense that 
nttj ^ a j 
lim SUD ê = lim inf B = B . Vj 
n ' n 
lim sup R (B ) = lim inf R (B ) = R (B ), Vj 
n n ("i 
In this sense, we can say that 
li® R-a.'®na..' = a-s-- "J • 
n->«= ] ] 3 3 
Now the pseudo-metric 0 is continuous, thus we have 
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P(*-a.(Sna.)' R.a.fB*.)) = P(R_a.(Sna.)A*_a.(Ba.)) 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
-> 0 a.s. as Vj. 
This fact, along with the following lemma will help 
establish the following result. 
Lemma 2.2: Let F be the distribution function of the 
bivariate random vector X. Assume F is strictly in­
creasing in each argument and absolutely continuous with 
respect to Lebesgue measure on . Fix 0^6(0,2n] and 
let be any sequence of points in (0,2IT] s.t. lim 
J J j->00 
ttg. Let denote the rotation of the plane through an 
angle a.. Let F denote the distribution function of 
3 aj 
(X) (necessarily absolutely continuous with respect to 
Lebesgue measure for j = 0,1,2,...), and let f denote 
the density of F , respectively, for j = 0,1,2,.... If 
1 4 m -F f \r v ^ v ^ f rw a a / v v \ 
— —••• — ^  \ ——^~2' Ci — " — — " —'" \ ——2^' 2 '  '  
then 
lim sup, jSp (u)-e (u)I =0 and 
0<u<^ 
lim sup, 18 (u)-8 (u) | =0. 
In this case then, the location rectangles A for F 
aj Gj 
converge uniformly to A^ . 
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Proof : By Scheffe's Theorem on converge of densities, 
lim f (x,,x_) = f (x,,x_) for a.a. (x,,x_) j^oo cij X z; ÛQ ± ^ ± ^ 
implies 
lim 
"l^OO 
R"" 
This implies 
|fo.(=l'X2) - fao(%l'=2)|dXidx2 = 0 
lim 
j-)-co J 
B 
uniformly for all Borel sets B. This yields 
jiS 
and 
The convergence is uniform in both cases by Polya's 
Theorem. 
uniformly 
We will now show F (x, ) )- F ^ (x-, ) implies 
J- ^0*1 ^ 
_1 uniformly 
V,'"' 
Let £>0 be given. Then,- since F _ (x+e) > F (x) 
1 1 
lim F (x+e) > F (x), Vx. 
j->co ^0 1 
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Hence, 3 a positive integer. J^s.t. Vj > and Vx 
This implies Vj>J^ and Vx 
If we let u = F „ (x), then ¥j>J, and Vu 
*0^1 ^ 
A similar argument yields the existence of a positive 
integer s.t. Vj>J2 and Vu 
So, for j>max{J^,J2} and Vu, we have 
. -1 -1 
I TT -  ^ c 
-1 -1 Thus, F (u) converges uniformly to F „ (u) on 
ttjXi 
(Ofg]. A similar argument yields the uniform convergence 
of 
Hence, 
X 2^-a.X, "a.X, ^ 
°j-^l ] 1 ] 1 
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converges uniformly to 0 (u) = ^[F~^ (u) + (1-u)] 
^ °0^1 *0*1 
on (O,!"] . 
Similarly, 0 (u) converges uniformly to 0 (u) 
on ( 0, i] . 
Now any point in A can be characterized as 
8p (u)1 
*0=1 
(u,v) =\ I for u,ve(0,i] 
and by the above results, 
(u,v) converges uniformly to ^ (u,v). Thus, the 
ctj a 
desired result is established. 
Theorem 2.5: Under the assumptions given in the preceding 
lemma, the estimated location region converges a.s. in 
n 
uiic pSéUClO—luê'LrxC p "uO Bp. 
Proof ; Bp can be constructed in a countable sequence of 
steps as follows: 
(1) construct = B^ with = 0 
(2) construct B^ = B with a, = ^  
" 2  -
and compute B R (B ) 
Oi" -«2 «2 
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(3) construct with ^ 
and Bj = B with a, = ^  4 4 4 
4 
and compute O R (B ) 
j=l ""j 
Continue in this way, constructing 2^"^ equally spaced 
rectangles at the stage. Clearly then, by Lemma 2.2 
and 
2N-I 
jDl t Bj, as N~. 
2N-I 
lim P( n R_^ {B )) = P(B ) . 
N^OO j=l j j 
Let £>0 be given. Then j a positive integer N s.t. 
N N _ 
^ f / f \  > —» > —» f \  > » f \  ^ 
3=1 ] ] 3=1 ] ] 
Also, s positive integers Mj s.t. Vn > Mj 
T.O+- M = msavJ'M M M 1 rPT-» Wt>"SM V»STT^ 
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p(Bj, ,Bp, = P( n Bj.) 
n ]--L ] ] 
< p( >. (=.))+ 
]--L ] ] ] ] 
c ' B p )  
:=i 3 ] 
< P(U (R.^ (Bn^ )AE.^ (B^ ))) + 
D-J- ] ] ] ] 
N 
< Jp(R (B )AR (B )) + 
3 3 3 3 
N 
[p(( n R (B^ ))) - p(B )] 
j=l ("i ^ 
^ ^ ' A & a-S" 
= e. 
3. Examples 
What follows are four examples of the above estimation 
procedure. In each case, eighteen rectangles are estimated 
at increments'of 5°, evenly spaced from 0° to 90°. The 
program used in the construction of is given in Appendix 
A. For example, the first diagram is obtained by generating a 
raiidom sample of 300 bivariate observations from a N_(!„j, 
fl o\ ' ^ ' \o 1 *) population. Then, a subroutine is used to rotate 
the points through the appropriate angle . The corners of 
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the rectangular region are then computed using the 
above algorithm. Finally, these four points are rotated 
back through an angle -a^ using the rotation subroutine, and 
the corresponding rectangle R_^ ) is then plotted. The 
estimated location region is the intersection of the so-
computed 18 rectangles. 
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J-1. 
tlaCi RÉGION 
i i^i- I J 4— 
1-: 
-0.40 .30 -0.20 -O.IO 
X-AXIS 
0.00 0 . 1 0  0 . 2 0  0.30 0.10 
Figure 2.3. Estimated location region for X N_(0 I-) ; 
n=300 
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^^0 
X-AXIS 
fXl\ 
Figure 2.4. Estimated location region for X = 1 where 
\^2> 
B(3,5); X^ B(2,6) X^ and X^ independent; 
n=300 
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o T  I I I I I I I I  
U.QO 0.50 1.00 l.SO a.00 2.so 3.00 J.SO y.OO 
X-AXIS txio-'i 
Figure 2.5. Estimated region for X = I ^ j, X^ and X 
i.i.d. B (3,5); n=300 
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l i  
• • 
^<?/i A Â V-MT! ' 1 
ERWL/ i  m  !"i 1  
: | - -
. . .  ^ . .  
1, r I.- • 
! 1 ! : ' i 1 
.:iL 
—i — 
...I : Î ! i ; ! : i 
" : ï ^ M î n  
I T( ' .J_. ' _i 
1  - t -L. 
I 
• T-
-0.70 -0.55 -O.WO - n .ZS  -n.io 0.05 
X-HXTS 
o.zo 0.35 n.so 
/i 1\ 
Figure 2.6. Estimated location region for X ~ NglOy 
n=300 
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III. CONSTRUCTION VIA THE CONDITIONAL ORDERING 
A. Definitions 
In the preceding chapter a location region was con- :. 
structed using the standard stochastic ordering. This region 
was proved to be equivalent to the region which would be ob­
tained using the marginal stochastic ordering. In this 
sense, the bivariate problem was seen to be reducible to a 
univariate problem, and thus the results obtained by Doksum 
(1975) could then be applied. In this same spirit a third 
stochastic ordering is possible, one which is based upon the 
univariate conditional distribution functions. 
In this chapter, we will use the conditional ordering 
to construct a location region by again appealing to the 
three approaches used by Doksum. Once having obtained this 
region, its estimation will then be considered, and the 
asymptotic convergence of the sample region to the true 
region will be established. Finally, a different approach 
to obtaining location parameter will be considered. We will 
show that the value of ^ which minimizes the double integral 
W( ] I x-_e I I ) dF (x) 
satisfies the location axioms (B2)-(B4). Here, W is essential­
ly a positive, even, convex function. The author found that 
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none of the stochastic orderings given to this point 
(standard, marginal, or conditional) was sufficiently 
strong enough to establish the respective axioms (Bl), (Bl*) 
or (Bl"). But the strong conditional ordering does enable 
one to establish a corresponding order axiom. Thus, a 
whole class of location parameters will be obtained, and in 
certain special cases these can be shown to provide examples 
of location parameters under the marginal and the conditional 
stochastic orderings. 
We begin by establishing some relevant notation and then 
restating the definition of the conditional ordering. 
Let F be a continuous, strictly increasing bivariate 
distribution function. If X is a random vector with 
distribution function F, let F denote the distribution 
a 
function of z = (X) , ae(0,27r]. Thus, Fg | ^ (x^jxg) is a 
conditional distribution function for the rotated distribu-
"H T r>R> T? Wa T.?4 1 1 NCÔ 
"a' 
for such conditional distributions. Similarly, 
^ • A £. • 1. 
As before, F^^ and F^^ denote the respective marginal 
distribution functions of the rotated distribution F ; i.e., 
a 
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Definition 3.1: (conditional stochastic ordering) 
Suppose X is a random variable withc.d.f.F and Y is a random 
variable with c.d.f. G. We say F is conditionally smaller than 
G in the x^-direction iff (x^jxg) ^ Gy |^ (x^jxg) and 
We say F is conditionally smaller than G in the Xg-
direction iff F^ |^ (Xgjx^) ^  Gy |y (Xglx^) and F^ (x^) ^  
Gy (x^), Vx^fX^sR. 
We say F is conditionally smaller than G iff F is 
strongly smaller than G in both the x^-direction and the 
x^-direction. 
Using this definition of stochastic ordering, we will 
now construct a location region in the plane for a given 
bivariate distribution function F. 
B. Construction of the Location Set 
Method 1 ; We will approximate F from above and below with 
a distribution symmetric about a line. This will be done 
in all directions. 
Let ae(0,2ir] be fixed and for each x^elR., consider the 
conditional distribution function F. „ i„ (x„|x, ). If, 1 6 J-
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conditional on X^=x^, has distribution function |^ , 
let F ^ IV denote the distribution of -X„, conditional on 
X^=x^. As before, let |^ denote the function which 
bisects all horizontal lines connecting F ^ ^ and F ^ ^ . 
ot^21 ^ 2^ ^ 2 1 
Thus, H „ I^ is the distribution function whose inverse is 
C(^2 1 
given by 
^0X21^1=:^2 I X^=x^ ^aX2i X^=x^ ^ ' *^(0,1). 
Hence, for each value of x^^, (X2 i-S a univariate 
distribution function which is svmmetric about zero. If F 
a 
is symmetric about the line X2"^2' then |^ (x^]snd 
F^X |x will have the same shape, ¥x^ and 
^aX^IX^^^2~®2l^1^ ^ ^ aX^|X^(^21^1^' ^ ^l'*2' 
When F^ is not symmetric, we can approximate if from 
above and below as follows : 
Define the bivariate distribution function H* by 
a 
H*(x,,x„) = 
a 1 \x |X^ ^ ^2'^î^^^ax, 
-00 2 ' 1 1 
If H* has density h*, then 
a a 
h* (x^lx,) = 2) 
0 X 2 '  ^ 1 ^ 1  h * x  ( x ^ )  
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^aXgl 
^aX^|X^(X2 ix^) 
^^Xg I X^ ^0X2 I X^ 
for each value of x^, H*^ |^ (Xgjx^) is a uni­
variate distribution function symmetric about zero, 
Also, H»J.^(X2) = 
^aX^ IX^ ("^2 I^ ^ ^ 
_„\X2 IX^ (^2 ' ^ ^ ^aX^ ) 
^aXg(*2) 
^ H*^ is a univariate distribution function 
symmetric about zero. 
It is also clear that (x^) = (x^) , Vx^e^R. Finally, 
H* is a bivariate distribution function symmetric about 
the line X2=0. 
To prove this, we must show 
H*(xi.x_1 = H*.. fx. •)-H* (x, .-x_) . Vx- .X-eîR. 
a " z ccA^ - 1" a x' z - ±- z 
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But, 
FaXl(=l) -
*1 
^aXglX^t 
*1 
|X, (^2 |xp ]dF^^ (x*) 
/ ' J. X 
^ax/^^l) - [^aX^C^l) - ^^(xi.xz)] = 
Now let S^(x^) ={02= ^aX2lXT ^ ^2~®2'^1^ - ^aX^|X^ ^ ^2'^1^' 
VX^E^} 
and define S = Q S (x,). 
a „ a 1 
^1 
®2a^^a' %2 I^^2"®2a I- ^aX^ |X^ ^^2 I^1 ^ ' ^^l'*2 
and since H*^ (x^) = (x^), Vx^ we see that 
H * ( x ^ , x 2 — i s  c o n d i t i o n a l l y  s m a l l e r  t h a n  i n  t h e  
x^-direction, and H*(x^,X2-8^^) is symmetric about the 
line =2 = 8*^. 
We can similarly define 
T.(Xi) ={8o:H*v V (x^-e-lxi) < F_y (x,]x^), Vx^eR} VK  ^ H,2 6.  ^ -»- — 1 -»« «-
and let 
T^ = n (Xi) . 
^1 
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Then for 6** eT^, H*(x^,X2-9**) is conditionally 
larger than the Xg-direction, and is 
symmetric about the line = 8^;*. 
®2a = "^a' i2a = ^a' 
Then the lines x^ = Q_2^ and ^2 = can be thought of 
as lower and upper lines of symmetry for F^ in the Xg-
direction. 
Let = ((Xi'Xz': i2<x 1 "2. 1 ^2»' -"<!=3.<»} 
= «.xl^ where = [e^^, • 
The location region for F is then 
A = n R ^(A. ). 
ae(0,2u] 
Method II: (axioms of location) 
What follows is a restatement of the bivariate axioms 
of location with the first axiom replaced by the conditional 
stochastic ordering defined above: 
(Bl"): 8v < whenever X is conditionally smaller than 
—A — —i — 
Y. 
(B2): ix+a = % Î' 
(B3) : = ^i-x' ^ orthogonal transformation of . 
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(B4): 6 Q = SQ ; S a symmetric positive definite 
X 2x 
2 transformation of K . 
As before, let 3 denote the collection of all location 
functionals (see Definition 2.4) and define the location 
set Lp for the distribution function F by 
Lp ={2p: O.efr; 8_F exists}. 
Method III: (the function of symmetry) 
Let (u|xn) be the function of symmetry for the 
univariate distribution function F^^ |^ where ue(0,^]; i.e., 
UE (0 ,^] . 
Let 
8p (x,) = inf, 0 (ulx,), 
ax^lx. 1 0<u<| ax.lx^ ^ 
r . (X ) = supi 8 (ulx ) 
ax-lx, ^ 0<u<^ *aX_ X. 
z' X —2 z' X 
Then 
I (x^) = [e„ (Xt), e„ (Xt)] is the location 
Ù " -=0X2|Xi " '0X21*1 
interval for F 
aXglXi 
Now, let =^x{VJ which is the infinite strip 
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obtained by taking the Cartesian product of IR and the union 
of the ranges of the symmetry functions 0„ (u ]x^) , the 
aX2|Xl 
union being over all (see Figure 3.1). Hence, we can 
take as a location region for F the set B = R (B ). 
ae(0,2TT] " 
We have the following results concerning these three 
methods of construction: 
Theorem 3.1: If F is continuous and strictly increasing in 
each argument, then A. 
Proof : The proof is completely analogous to the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 3.2: If F is continuous and strictly increasing in 
each argument, then A = B. 
Proof ; We know that for each aE(0,2w], 
C / V \ — CUT'S J" A • TJie / V — O I Y \ 
V*, -L.  ^ I  ^  ^  ^
- ^aX2|X^^^2'^1^' ^ ^2^ 
= inf, 9„ (u|x,) (by Proposition 1.1) 
0<u<^^ ^aXglX^ 
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Similarly, inf T^(x^) = sup^ 9p (u|x^) 
0<u_<j 0X2 I 
= Bp , (Xi) 
0X3I%1 
Hence, 
- Rx lQ_2a' ®2a^ 
= [sup S^, inf T^] 
= &X [sup n s (X ) , inf n T (x )] 
= IKx [inf y S^^(x^). sup U T^^(x^)] 
Xi x^ 
= &x{[Us^C(xT)] [U Ï: =(x )]} 
=1 =1 
= (kx:{U [5^"= (Xi)nT^''(Xi)]} 
= ^ x{VJ [inf Sg^(x^), sup T^^Cx^)]} 
^1 
= 3lx{U [sup Sg(x^), inf T^(x^)]} 
= {U TIP (X ), 8 (X ) ] } 
= !kx{U Ig/Xl)} 
= B 
^1 
a 
""a = 
-» A = B. 
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B 
a 
S (F. ) 
r ZyuZc o , L.J. UXWII \jx. XWOO. UJUV^II I-> a 
a typical location interval for F 
B ={ax[ u la(xi)] 
X, 
a 
(X?) 
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We would now like to establish the converse of Theorem 
3.1. This would then imply that all three methods yield 
essentially the same location region. 
To establish A = B L^, it is necessary to be able to 
characterize any point of B=A. Now, 
e_eR_ {(Kx [U I (x^ ) ] } , Va 
~a CL X 
^1 
R^(0)eU [&xi^(x^)]. Va 
^1 
3x^(a) s.t. (^) £Çxx (x^ (a) ) , Va 
0eB 
IP , -
\^-aX2|X^ 
B = a + 
u(.) : (0,2IT] ^ (0,|] 
' # 
/ 
and 
x^(a )  :  (0 ,2m]  ^  R_^(S(F^^^  )  )  
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But then 
/9 (v(a) | x_  (a) )\ 
) = 
I 0„ (u(a) [x, (a) )/ 
\  GX2I X 1  I  
Va 
where u(-) is the direction function and x^(•) is a function 
which specifies from which conditional distribution ^  is 
computed for in a given direction, with 
3ïï, 
v(a) = u(a + -^) / Va 
and 
Xg'a) = x^ (a + ^) / Va. 
As in the previous chapter, we can divide the location axioms 
as follows : 
Table 3.1. Classification of bivariate axioms: conditional 
ordering 
Axioms involving no 
direction change Rotation axiom 
(1) F conditionally less than 
G implies 0_ < 0„ 
= Ê-R X' 9GE(0,2n] 
— a— 
(2) ix+a 
(3) ~ X' ^ bere A is of 
the form 
{-1 0\ fl o\ (-1 o\ 
I 0 ij' \o -1/' Vo -ij' 
1 
dj'- V' 
/ n \ 
1° , > 0  
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Now, 
6eB-^ 0 = R 
f^aXiI 
• " l e  ( u ( a  
(v(a)[x^(a)) 
)|x^(a)) , va. 
For the directional axiom, 9_eB by an argument com­
pletely analogous to the marginal ordering case. In fact, 
in the nondirectional case, axioms (1) and (2) above are 
also similarly proved. Consider case (3): 
/d, 0 \ 
V For D = 0 dj , d^>0, d2>0, a=0 and 
GdgXglXifulXl) 
Similarly, 
^ = [I X] 
®Xj, -X2^"^'~^2^' 
'-X2 x^(^l*i) 
- DX 
-TX 
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The other transformations are similarly proved. We thus have 
any point in B=A satisfies the location axioms and so is 
in Lp. Thus, we have 
Theorem 3.3: = A = B. 
Remarks : (1) Using the conditional form of stochastic 
ordering we have generated a location region 
which again is easily seen to be convex. 
(2) If, in a given direction a, F^fx^/xg) = 
*aX ^^l'~aX ^^2' then the rectangle obtained by 
method I (for example using a and a + , 
will coincide with the rectangle obtained in 
method I of the previous chapter using the 
marginal ordering. In general though. Theorem 
2.4 indicates that the rectangle obtained using 
the conditional ordering will be at least as 
y c aa uiic uaxiy vviv xjy ww j. 
marginal ordering. 
1. Estimation 
It is desirable to develop an estimate of the location 
region based on the conditional stochastic ordering. 
Whereas the marginal ordering leads to the use of the 
empirical marginal distribution functions (in a repre­
sentative set of directions), it is apparent that we must 
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now consider the empirical conditional distribution functions 
(again, in a representative set of directions). However, given 
a random bivariate sample of n points in the plane, it is 
evident that a "discretized" version of these conditional 
distributions must be used in order to obtain meaningful 
empirical distributions. That is, we will use the fact that 
F I (x|y) = lim F I (x|y-h<Y<y+h) 
^ 0<h-»-0 ^ 
under suitable restrictions on the joint c.d.f. of X and Y-. 
Let S represent the set of points obtained in a random 
sample of size n from a bivariate population with c.d.f. F. 
Hence, S = i = 1,2,...,n}. We will partition S 
as follows: 
Let y. . = max y. , Yn\ = min y. and take 
l<i<n ^ l^i<n ^ 
y (n) ~y(1) 
h^ = where k is some positive integer. Let 
S- = {(x,y)eS: y,i^ + (i-l)h^ < y < y^i^ + i'h^} 
for i = 1,2,...,k. 
k 
Then S = y S. and the S. are disjoint. Then we can 
i=l ^ ^ 
obtain approximate empirical conditional distribution func­
tions as follows: 
Let n^. = number of points in , and let = the sèt 
of subscripts of points which are in S^; i = l,...,k. 
Then for y^^^ + (i-1) ' h% < y ±7(1) + i-h^ 
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fnxlY'xIrl = -TT?— ' icHi 
1 
Hence, an estimate of the location interval for is given 
l'y lii,k,n' ®i,k,nl "here 
8 . 1, „ = min 1 r , 
' ' jeKL 2'*(j) ^(n^-j+1)' 
^i,k,n = + =(n.-j+l)l 
So the estimate of the endpoints of the union of the condi­
tional location intervals is given by 
B q^ ={(x,y): in 1 X < f^}. 
Now, rotate the points through an angle, a_. and repeat 
_) 
the procedure. And obtain B „. Hence, B„ = 
ot.n F_ 
K 
some K. 
We now wish to show that the above estimate of the 
location region is consistent (in the same sense as defined 
for the marginal ordering estimate). 
We first need the following results, given as lemmas : 
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Lemma 3.1: Given , a sequence of i.i.d. random 
variables and a sequence of intervals s.t. 
Py(I.)>0, Vj and lim P»(I^) = 0, where P„ is the 
^ ] n-w) ^ " % 
probability measure induced by X^. 
Let n^<n2<n2 ... be a subsequence of the positive integer 
given recursively by n^=l and 
= n^ + Ç(k) where 
Ç (k) = <{P2.(I%)[1-P%(I%)]} , where <x> 
denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to x. 
Let m^ = Ç (k) Pj^(Ij^) , k = 1,2,... 
r 1 if X  , . e l .  
Define Y. = ^  k ^ , j = 1,2,...,ç(k) 
' k I 0 otherwise 
"k+1 
and let S, = Z Y. 
j=n.+i 
S -Ç(k)P (I ) 
Then the distribution function of 
tends to $ as k-^». 
Proof : Sj, 'V Binomial (ç(k), m^). We have 
var(Y._ ) = P%(Ikl[l-Px(Ik)!. and 
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for j = 1,2,...(k). 
Let B^= {ç(k)P^(I^) [l-P^(Ij^)]{ 
and 
B {[P (I )]2 + [1-P(I )]2j1/3 
Then, lim ^  = lim ^ ^ ^ 
= l±m{Px(I%)[l-Px(I%)]}l/*{[Px(Ik)]^ 
+ [l-Px(I%)]2}l/3 
=  0 .  
Hence, by Liapunov's CLT, the distribution of 
S%-m, 
tends to 0 as k^<». 
Lemma 3.2; Given X^,X2,X2,... a sequence of i.i.d. random 
variables and a sequence of intervals 1^,12,13,... s.t. 
P(I.)>0, Vj and lim P (I ) = 0. 
^ ] n^ ^ ^ 
Let n^<n2<n2 ... be a subsequence of positive integers given 
recursively by n^=l and 
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"k+i = "k + <(Px<ik'[i-Px'iki:)"^> 
= + G(k), say, where <x> denotes the smallest 
integer greater than or equal to x. 
Let be the event that at least ^(k)P^(I^) of 
X , f a l l  i n t o  t h e  i n t e r v a l  I ,  .  
Then (A^ i.o.) =1. 
Proof ; We wish to apply the converse part of the Borel-
Cantelli lemma, but the A^'s are not independent events. 
So consider the events where is the event that at 
least m, of X , X , ... ,X fall into I, . The 
^ *k+l *k+2 ^k+1 K 
Cj^'s are independent since they are disjoint. 
Also,{C^ i.o. } C  {A^ i.o.} 
We need to show Z P (C, ) = °°. 
k=l ^  ^ 
(1 if x^ £l. 
Let Y. =i k ^ j = l,2,...,ç(k) 
^ k (^0 otherwise 
''k+1 
and let S, = Z Y. 
j=n^+l 
Then 
~ Binomial (ç(k), P^(Ij^)) 
and by Liaponouv's CLT, we have 
lim Py(C.) = lim P-(S, > m ) 
= P(Z>0) (by Lemma 3.1) 
1 
2 
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Z P» (C ,  )  =  
k=l ^  ^ 
i.o.) = 1 by Borel-Cantelli 
-» i'°') = 1" 
Theorem 3.4: Suppose and have a joint distribution 
function F which is absolutely continuous, strictly in­
creasing in each argument and has bounded support. Let 
f^(x,y) denote the joint density of R^fX) and let f^^ (x^), 
f^X (X2) denote the respective marginal densities. Assume 
that f^x (X2)>0, VXgESfF^x ) and Vae(0,27r]. For every 
^  ^ 0 0  
aQe(0,27r] and any sequence {aj}j_2 in (0,2n] converging 
to Of, assume lim f (x, ,x_) = f (x, ,x_) for a.a. j-voo Cj J- ^ aQ ± ^ 
(x, ,x_)eS(F ) . 
^ 0 
Then Bp as previously defined by way of the conditional 
n 
ordering converges a.s. in the pseudo-metric p to the location 
set B„. 
Proof ; It is necessary to show each infinite strip B^^ 
is a consistent estimator of B , where a. is one of a repre-
sentative set of directions along which we view the sample. 
Fix aj and let be a sequence of partitions of 
S(F^ X2^ s.t. ^ refinement of P^ Vk = 1,2,3,..., 
and the norm of the partitions tends to zero: lim||P, || =0. 
k^co ^ 
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For any ygSS(F^ ^ ), we .know by Lemma 3.1 that 3 a sequence of 
intervals I^Xyg), k=l,2,... s.t. ^ ^ ° and-
^k^^O^ is an interval defined by the partition 
we can approximate .X^ | X2 .n^^X^ | X2 I ^k ^^0^ ^ 
where n^ is given as in the preceding lemma. Using this 
lemma along with an application of the strong law of large 
numbers yields 1X2 ' ^ k ^^0^ ^ .X^ 1X3^^ I ^0^ ' 
0 and 6 are consistent estimators of 9 and 
—naj naj — 
0 , respectively. 
j 
Now by an argument completely analogous to that given in 
Theorem 2.5, we have is a consistent estimator of B. 
n 
2. Examples 
What follows is an example of the above estimation 
procedure. Again,- eighteen equally spaced rectangles are 
estimated from a computer-generated sample of size 300. 
In each direction, discrete estimates of 25 conditional 
distributions are used. For comparison, a plot of the esti­
mated location region obtained by using the marginal ordering 
of Chapter Iv is also given. Note that under the conditional 
ordering, a much larger estimate is obtained. 
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ÉS&kOGigGiWii 
-1.00 
X-fiXÎS 
Figure 3.2. Estimated location region for X 'x-
l'i |\ ' ^ 
2 j) using the conditional ordering ; n=300 
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C. Loss Function Approach 
In this and the preceding chapters, three methods of 
obtaining a set of location parameters for a given distribu­
tion were presented by way of three stochastic orderings. 
The second or axiomatic approach in each case can be used to 
determine if a given functional is a location parameter; we 
simply verify that it satisfies the four axioms of location. 
In this way, it is apparent that the bivariate mean ji is a 
location parameter. However, in general, it is much more 
difficult to give any other examples of bivariate location 
parameters. 
In the hope of generating a class of bivariate location 
parameters, we appeal to a result from the univariate case. 
Consider a random variable X with distribution function F. 
It can be shown (see Appendix B) that the value of 9 which 
minimizes the integral 
lx-0|^dF(x), X > 1  (3.1) 
m  
satisfies the univariate location axioms. Thus, this 
class of parameters (one for each value of \) provides many 
examples of location parameters, including the mean ( X = 2 )  
and the median (À=l). 
' A more general problem is to find the value of 9 which 
minimizes the integral 
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p(x-e)dF(x) 
& 
where p is a positive, even, convex, twice differentiable 
function. We can extend this problem to the multivariate 
case by considering the integral 
W(1 |x-^l 1)dF(x) (3.2) 
nC 
where X is a random vector with distribution function F, 
I I•1 1 denotes the Euclidean norm, and W is an even, convex, 
symmetric function W: . In terms of a solution to 
this problem, DeGroot and Rao (1966) have proved the fol­
lowing result, stated here as a theorem; 
Theorem 3.5; Suppose W ; ^  IR satisfies the following 
two growth conditions; for all x>0 and some 0<c<™ and for 
each a>l and some k^>l, 
(1) W(2x) £ cW(x) 
and 
(2) W' (ax) ^  K^W' (x) (where W' (x) = ^ ^^) 
Then, there exists a unique value of say e_* s.t. 
W( I Ix-e* I I )dF (x) < W( x-e i 1)dF(x) 
11 . In fact, 
satisfies the equation 
for all 9* minimizes Equation (3.2) iff it 
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W  (  I I  )  I I  (x - ^ ) d F ( x )  =  0  
where cet»." is an arbitrary fixed vector. 
Consider now the bivariate analogue of Equation (3.2); 
W(I |x-£l 1)dF(x) 
We will consider the special case where 
W(x) = |x|^,A:^ 1. 
It will be noted at the end of this chapter that if F is 
symmetric in its arguments, then in fact, W must be of 
this form. 
Hence, with the goal of providing examples of bivariate 
location parameters, we wish to show that for each A>_1, the 
value of 8_ which minimizes the double integral 
f I |x-0_| l^dF(x) (3.3) 
""S Z. 
in 
satisfies the four bivariate axioms of location. By Theorem 
3.5, the existence and uniqueness of such a ^ are guaranteed. 
In fact, we know that the value of ^ which minimizes Equation 
(3.3) must satisfy 
c'(x-^)dF(x) = 0, 
where ccR^ is an arbitrary fixed vector. This implies 
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[/(x^-0^)^ + (Xg-Gg)^](x^-ei)dF(x^,x. ) = 
{x^ >6i} 
[/(Xj_-e^)^ + (X2-82) dF (x^,x^) (3.4) 
{XiOi} 
and /(x^-9^)^ + (Xg-Bg)(x2-82)dF(x^^x^) = 
X2>82 
[/(x^-e^)^ + (Xg-Bg)^] "^(82-X2)dF(x^,X2) (3.5) 
X2<82 
We first establish axiom (B2): 
Suppose X has joint distribution function F. Let F be 
the distribution function of Y = X+k, for kelR^ fixed. 
2 Then for arbitrary ce , we know 
y-%1 A-Z (y-£p)'c dF(y) = 0 
!R" 
Now, make a change of variable: let x = y-k, y = w+k. Then 
the Jacobian J=1 and 
|w-(e—k) I |^~^[w-(^--k)]'Ç dF(w) = 0 
ix = IF = Ip-k = ix+k"^ 
Ix+k = Ix + 
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Consider now axiom (B3): 
Suppose X has distribution function F. Consider 
I I ^ ^(x-9.p) 'c dF (x) =0 for arbitrary fixed ceS^^ 
Let F denote the distribution function of Y = HX where 
H is an orthogonal transformation and consider 
1 |y-ll I (z-Èp) '9. (y) = 0 
(R^ -1 
We make change of variable: let w=H ^ = H'y y. 
Hw, J=l. So, 
ly-ipi 
X - 2  (y-^p) 'Ç. dF (y) = 0 
|HW—^P| I ^ (Hw—2P) *C_ dF (w) — 0 
IH(W-H'e-) ] I ^ ^[H(w-H'^ |R) ] 'c dF(w) = 0 
lH(w-H'0_-) I I ^ ^[H(w-H'2p) ] 'HcdF(w) = 0 
(since He is an arbitrary fixed element of .) 
(w-H'0-) 
— r 
x-2 (W-H'IP) 'Ç dF (W) = 0 
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Consider axiom (B4); 
Let X have joint distribution function F. 
Suppose F is the distribution function of Y = DX where 
D is of the form 
(O' D)' ai>0. d2>0. 
Then for CE^L arbitrary, we know 
11 ! 1 y-ip 11 (z-Èp) '2 W =0 
2 
IZ-Gpl 
X—2 (y-0|r) 'c dF (y) = 0 
,-l We make a change of variable: let w = D 
y = Dw, 
J = dj_-d2 
did; 
J J 
2 
R 
2 
lDw-e-1 ] (Dw-e_^) 'c dF (w) =0 
|D (w-d"^£-) I 1 [D {w-D~^0_-) ] 'c dF (w) = 0 
|D (w-D~^ e_-) I 1 (w-D~^^-) 'c* dF(w) = 0, 
where c* = Dc is some arbitrary fixed element of Bv" 
If d^ = d^ f then we have 
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I |w-D ^ 'Ç* dF(w) = 0 
-DX 
Note: For the subgroup {: dsR.^} of the group 
a, betR"^} we have the desired property. The need for taking 
d^ = dg is a result of the fact that the Euclidean metric 
gives "equal weights" to the components of a vector 
We now wish to establish that the value of £ minimizing 
Equation (3.2) satisfies one or more of the order axioms 
(Bl), (Bl'), and (Bl"). The author attempted to use 
the standard, marginal and conditional orderings to prove 
this and failing to do so, resorted to the use of the strong 
conditional ordering. With this ordering, it can be shown that 
for values of 9^ and 9^ which minimize their respective inte­
grals in Equation (3.2) we have: (Bl"') whenever X is 
strongly conditionally less than Y. To establish this, 
some preliminaries are necessary. First, consider the 
left-hand side of Equation (3.4) as a function of 9^. 
For each X^,X2, and 82, let 
f^l\ «v2 
h (9^) = [/(X^-9^)^+(X2-92)^]^ ^ (X^-9^) ; 9^<x^ 
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Then h'(e^) = - (X-1) (x^-0^) ^ 
+ (X2-02)^} 
^ h'(0^) < 0, V0^ and A^l. 
Hence, for all À^l, h(0^) is decreasing for 0^<x, for all 
x^fXgfOg. So, for 0^<0^, we have 
.] [/(x^-0p^ + (X2-02)^]^~^ (x3_-e{)dF(x^,X2) > 
=l>8i 
.J [/(x^-9j_)^ + (X2-02) (X]^-8{) dF (x^ ,X2) > 
=1>8I 
(since we are integrating a nonnegative function 
over a smaller set) 
J [/(x^-0^)^ + (Xg-Bg) (Xi-ep dF (x^^xg) 
Xi>9V 
(since the integrand is a decreasing function of 0^) 
Hence, for each value of 02E(k, the LHS of Equation (3.4) 
is a decreasing function of 0^. 
Similarly, for every 0^eR, the LHS of Equation (3.5) 
is a decreasing function of 82. 
Consider now the RHS of Equation (3.4) as a function of 
01 for each 82, and Xj^,X2: Let 
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gte^) = [/(x^-6^)^ + (x2-02)^]^"^(e3_-x^) ; 
=> g' (9^) = + (X2-92)^]^"^{ (A-l) (X^-93_)^ 
+ (X2-02)^} 
g' (0^) > G, V0j^ and À^l. 
Hence, for ail A^l, gfO^) is increasing for 0^^x^ for 
each ©2 and for all x^, X2. 
So for 0j^ < 0^, we have 
[/(XJ^ -9£)^+(X2-02)^] ''"^(6£-Xj^)dF(x^,X2) > 
I [/(Xj^-0£)^+ (X^-Bjl^l^'^cej-Xj, )dF(Xj^,X2) > 
Xi<9i 
(since we are integrating a nonnegative function over 
a smaller set) 
[/(x^-e^)^+(x2-02)^] (0{-X]_) dF (X^,X2) 
x<8i 
(since the integrand is an increasing function of 0^) 
Hence, for every 0260,, the RHS of Equation (3.4) is an 
increasing function of 0^. 
Similarly, for every 0^eR, the RHS of Equation (3.5) is 
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an increasing function of 82. 
So, as in the univariate case, we have to show the 
following: if X (with distribution function F) is strongly 
conditionally less than Y (with distribution function G) 
then 
(1) |x-8_| I ^ ^ (Xj^-0j^)dF (x) £ |x-^| 1^ ^(x^-e^)dG(X) 
Xl>8i *l>8i 
and À - 2  j ; 
=l<8i 
x-011 (0^-x^)dF(x) ^  |x-8_| I ^ ^ (Bj^-Xj^) dG (x) 
(3.6) 
and 
( 2 )  |x-9_l|^ ^ (X2-02) (x) ^  ||x-0_||^ ^ (x2-02)dG(x) 
=2>82 =2>82 
s F . — 
J.J ~  J .  -  -  ~  
v _ O l  I ^  ^  / Û  V  
=2<82 X2<82 
(3.7) 
Figure 3.4 we have 
2-2= { (02,02) : j |x-0_ll^ ^ (x^-02) dF (x) 
{x^>0^} 
lx-0_|]^ ^ (0^-X2)dF (x) } 
{x^<8^} 
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i I 
-F 
£ £ 
> 8i 
Figure 3.4. Relationship among location parameters for F and 
G using the loss function approach 
5-3 = { (GiyGg) : 
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|x-9| l^"^(x^-03_)dF(x) 
{Xi>0i} 
|x-9_| I (0^-x^)dF (x) } 
{x^<0^} 
^2 = ^ (81,82) = |x-£||^ ^(x^-0^)dG(x) 
{Xi>0i} 
|x-£|]^ ^ (0^-x^)dG(x)} 
{x^<0^} 
£4 = { (81,82) : |x-£| 1^"^ (X2-02)dG(x) 
IX-_8 I I ^ ^ {02-^2)^0 (x) } 
{*2<82} 
Relations (3.5) and (3.7) imply is "below" 2^ and 5,^ 
is "to the left of" £-. This is turn implies 0_ < 0_.. Z " —f —<3 
Now let7*V.(E) denote the class of all probability 
measures on E, where E is a complete, separable metric 
space. Suppose E is endowed with a closed partial 
ordering, _<. Let 1&, be the Borel a-field of E. 
We will take (E) to be the class of all -measurable, 
increasing, real-valued functions on E, and we will take 
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JL(E) to be the family of '^-measurable subsets of E for 
which the indicator function is increasing. 
Definition 3.2: (stochastic ordering) 
Given the above notation, we say that P^eTtv(E) is sto­
chastically smaller than P2Ep^(E) (Pj^<P2) iff 
fdP^ < fdPg, Vf£l*(E) for 
E E 
which the integrals are well-defined. 
This definition is clearly equivalent to the following: 
P l < P 2  i f f  P i ( A )  <  P g ( A ) ,  V A e i ( E ) .  
Note : If E=Œk, and F(G) is the distribution function 
associated with the measure Pj^(P2)/ then P-j^ P^ is equiva­
lent to F(x) ^  G(x), VxsR. This result does not extend 
to E=1K^ for n^2. 
Definition 3.3; (stochastic kernel) 
Suppose E^ and E^ are complete, separable metric spaces 
with partial ordering ^ and Borel fieldsand'&2' 
respectively. A stochastic kernel in E^ x E^ is a function 
k: E^ X E^ [0,1] s.t. 
± z, 
(1) k(*,A) is measurable, VAE&2/ and 
(2) k (x, • ) £TN(E2) , for each XEE^. 
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If k is such a kernel and P^eX(E^) , then P^*k£Tlv(E^ x Eg) 
determined by 
(P^*k)(A^ X Ag) = j kfXfAgiP^tdx). 
^1 
is used to denote the second marginal distribution of 
P^*k. 
Definition 3.4: (stochastically monotonie) 
A stochastic kernel k in x Eg is said to be sto­
chastically monotonie iff k(x,-) _< k(y,-)/ Vx<y. A 
stochastic kernel in E x E is called upward iff k(x,') 
is a measure with support in {yeE; y^x}, VXEE. 
The following theorem, proved by Kamae, Krengel and 
O'Brien (1977) is stated below for future reference: 
Theorem 3.6: For P^, P2£T\(E) , the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
f  • i  \  - D V D  
(ii) SAeltVCExE) with support in K = { (x,y) £ExE:x_<y} 
with first marginal and second marginal Pg. 
(iii) 1 a real-valued random variable Z and two 
measurable functions f and g:^ ^E with f_^g s.t. 
the distribution of f(Z) is P^ and the distribution 
of g(Z) is Pg. 
(iv) i two E-valued random variables and X^ s.t. 
X,<X„ a.s. and the distribution of X. is P. (i=l,2). 1— Z ]_ ]_ 
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(v) 3 an upward kernel k on E x E s.t. Pg = 
(vi) P^(B) £ PgCB) for all closed BEj.(E) . 
Now let E^ = n E., where each E. is a partially ordered 
i=l 1 1 
Polish space. Consider the product topology on and 
define the component-wise partial ordering of points in 
x" = (x^,x2,... , y^ = (y^,... yy^) 
Then E^ is also a partially ordered Polish space. Kamae, 
Krengel and O'Brien (1977) also prove the following result: 
Theorem 3.7; Let E^,...,E^ be partially ordered Polish spaces, 
^1' P^4Q^ and let p^, (i = 2,...,n) be stochastic 
kernels on E x E^ s.t. 
p^(x^"^,-) (3.8) 
whenever x^ ^ ^. Then, 
< Qi*'Ï2** • •*^n (3.9) 
Note ; Equation (3.9) implies P^Q^, where P^ and are the 
kth marginals of the measures in Equation (3.9). Also, if 
Pj is stochastically monotonie, then Equation (3.8) need 
only be assumed for x^ ^ = y^ ^ since then, if x^ ^ ^  y^ ^ , 
p^(x^~^,-) < p^(y^ ^,.) < q%(y^ ^,-) so that Equation 
(3.8) still holds. Similarly, we need only assume Equation 
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(3.8) for ^ ^ if is stochastically monotonie. 
We can now apply this result to establish axiom 
(Bl'") : 
Let = E2 = IR. We use the component-wise ordering 
on as given before. Assume X (with distribution 
function F) is strongly conditionally less than Y (with 
distribution function G). Then, in particular. 
(1) (x^) ^  Gy (x^) , Vx^eîR 
and 
^X2iX^^^21^1^ - Gy^lY^^^zl^l) **2^ ^  
s.t. 
and 
X IXZ-GZLDGY |Y 
2 • ± 
Then for i 9e^,9^,x(Yi)- ^his follows by 
T* r . ^ ^ F _ Û \ ? JL ( Û \ ^ 7 ^ ^ _û \ *— —* -Pi ^  V* -i- 1 /-\ -C 
"^{x >9 } *• " ^"^1 ^2^ -1 \'^2 ^2^ ' J-vAJ-iw«—uwij. \-/j_ ^2 
is in and by (2) above. 
Now by Theorem 3.3 (v) , - an upward kernel k on s.t. 
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@2 - where is the measure corresponding to and 
is the measure corresponding to . 
Hence, 
^9^,02/X ^^1^*^X2^*1^ 
YII^I 
YII=I 
•02,02^A 
90ir82,x(yi)k(=i'dyi)Pi(d%i) 
9ei,02,^yi)k(Xi'ayi)Pi(dXi) 
But this is precisely 
T 
X2>82 
[/(x^-O^)^ + (Xg-Gg)^](x^-GgidG(x^fx^) 
*2>*2 
A similar argument yields 
[/(x^-O^)(X2-82)(62-X2)dF(x^fxg) > 
X2<82 
j y^bÇ^6^7^+Ûc^^9^]^"^(82-X2)dG(X2,X2) 
X2<02 
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Assume now 
(1) F (x„) > G (x_) , Vx.cK 
and ^2 ^ ^ ^ 
1^1 \|X2''=li'=2' i \|Y2'^liy2'' *==1 = ®-
S.t. ^ 2^72 • 
An argument similar to the one given above then yields 
Equation (3.6) . 
Hence, for 2p ^ ~(®2G}' Equation (3.6) im­
plies 9^p <_ and Equation (3.7) yields 02p £ ®2G' 
we have established 1. 8g under the strong conditional 
ordering of F and G. 
Remarks: (1) If we assume F„ i^ (F^ i ^ ) is stochastically 
X2I X^l X2 
monotonie, i.e., F^ |^ (X2|x^) ^  F^ (^21^1^ 
1X2^^1'^2^ - ^X^1X2^^1'^2^' 
Vx 2^2 ) ' then the above ordering need be 
defined for x-|=y-j (x^=y2) . Hence., we are 
reduced to the conditional ordering and axiom 
(Bl") is then verified. 
(2) In the case of independence, i.e., 
^X^,X2 ^^l'^2^ ^ ^ X^ (*1)^X2^*2) 
GYI^Y2^^1'^'2^ = (72)3^^(22), then we are 
reduced to the marginal ordering and axiom 
(Bl') is then verified. 
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(3) It is not appropriate to use the strong condi­
tional ordering to construct a location region. 
For having obtained for a particular 
value of X^, sayx^=x*, we would have to use this 
HaXglXi to approximate not only 
but also all distributions F^^ for x^_<x*. 
This would, in general, yield location intervals 
for F^^ , Vx^<x* which are strictly larger 
than those obtained by the conditional ordering. 
Thus, there would be points in these intervals 
which do not satisfy the axioms of location. 
Hence, with the above modification of axiom (B4') and the 
stochastic ordering given in axiom (Bl'" ), the value of 
0_=^p(À) which minimizes the double integral 
1|x-eIl^dF(x), A>1 
satisfies the bivariate axioms of location. xhis result is 
not surprising in view of the nature of the Euclidean 
norm. The norm "combines" information from the two com­
ponents of a random vector X, and hence, it is not sufficient 
merely to view the vector marginally as is done in Chapter II. 
In the original development of the location region, no use 
is made of any correlation which may exist among the 
components of X. With the Euclidean norm though, it is 
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necessary to incorporate such information into the stochastic 
ordering axiom by making the axiom more restrictive. That 
is, information on the ordering of the marginal distribu­
tions is not enough; the appropriate ordering of the con­
ditional distributions (which thus takes intercorrelation 
among the components into account) has thus been established 
to be the type of ordering found in the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.8. If stochastic monotonicity is assumed, axioms 
(Bl") and (Bl"')are equivalent and so we have a class of loca­
tion parameters in the location region obtained in this 
chapter; if independence is assumed, axioms (Bl') and (Bl'") 
are equivalent and so we have a class of location parameters 
in the location region obtained in Chapter II. 
We now extend a result of Bickel and Lehmann (1975) to 
a special multivariate result. 
Theorem 3.6: Consider the class 3 of n-dimensional distribu­
tion functions which are symmetric in the sense that 
Fcl iff F(Xi x^) = F(Xw(l)'''''=n(n)) 
where the symmetric group of order n. Suppose that 
3 is convex, contains all point masses, is closed under changes 
of scale of the form (ax^,...,ax^), a>0 and contains a c.d.f. 
which is symmetric about zero. 
Let W: (K be a positive, even, convex function which 
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is twice differentiable and satisfies the growth conditions 
of Theorem 3.1. 
Let be a location parameter; i.e., y(F) is the 
value of 9 which minimizes 
W( x-e )dF(x) . 
n 
R 
Let Z denote the nxn diagonal matrix given by 
Z = diag{a,...,a}, a>0 
For any given distribution FeS", denote by F^ the distribution 
defined by (X) = F(Z ^X) . Assume u(F^) = Z]£(F) , ¥Fe3. 
Finally, assume 
ati W (1 |x-tI I) I |x-t1 I ^1'(x-t)dF(x) F=F 
^ {W ( I Ix-t 1 I ) I |x-t I 1 ^1 ' (x-t) dF (x) } 8ti 
n F=F 
{W"(1 1x-t1 I) I 1x-t111' (x-t) 
n 
W t. \ ! V—-f- ! ! \ 1- ! ! X—•*" ! ! \ I i ±. i i / i i ± i I 
for i = 1,2,...,n, and 
[•TW/IIvIMMvIIt'-v v-t-i- ^  <00 
Vt£^^ and all i = 1,2,...,n. 
j ^ 1121 I' I 1:2.1 ic. " " "" j_ ' 
Then, W(x) = c|x| for some À>1, c>0. 
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Proof ; The measure u(F) is the solution of 
f W(I|x-2 x-0I 1 ' (x-9)dF(x) = 0 
where is an arbitrary fixed vector. In particular then, 
U(F) is the solution of 
w(|Ix-e x-e 1 r^i' (x-e)dF(x) = 0. 
Let f(0,F) = f(y(F),F) = w(||x-ell)l|x-i| "^l-(x-0)dF(x) 
Now 
& n 
f(0,F) = 0 
df = (||)'de +11=0 'ds| 
0=0 
= 0 
where 
( # ) ! '  = f 3f 
• a A. #-!! 
" "n ' 0=0 
But 
3f I 
38il8=E 
{W"(| |x| I) I ]x| 11'x + W'(i |xI I)}I |x| I ^x^dF°(x) 
= K (say) Vi = l,...,n because is 
symmetric in its arguments by assumption. 
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-
Now let be the distribution which puts unit mass at 
the point x. Then 
u((l-£)E°+eÔ^(F°)) , 
" #LR_P° 
Now, 
3f 
9F 0 = F=F e^O 
W (| |y-0| I ) I |y-0| r^l' (y-0)d((LL-£)F°(^) 
n 
+ E6x) 
since 
n 
M'(| |y-0| I) I |y-0| RH' (y-0)dF°(y)] 
w ( My i  I  )  My i  r ^ i 'ydF°(y)  
+ W'(]|x||)| |x| r^l'x 
= W'(/n|x|)/n sgn x. 
X = x-1 in order that (xe3) 
Hence, 
y((l-e)F°+eô )-y(F°)) _ 
1 ' [lim —-= ] = -K /n sgn x W (/n | x | ) 
£•>0 
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Similarly, 
£{ [(l-e)F°+e6^] -u(F°)} 
1 ' [lim ] = -K /n sgn x W (a/n | x | ) 
e^O ^ ^ 
where 
= - {W"(| |Zy| I )  I  |Zyj_l'Zy 
n 
1 
2 
W'(||Zy| |)}1 li:yLrVidF°(^) 
{a^W"(a||y|1) i |y||l'y 
n 
w (c| III I )} 1 !il r^yj_dF°(y) 
for all i =. 1,2, . . . ,n. 
But, since y (F^) = Zp/F), we have 
a/n sgn x W ( /n | x | ) /n sgn x W (cr/n | x | 
aW'(/n|x|) _ W'(a/n|x|) 
K K 
a 
Differentiating w.r.t. x (x>0) yields 
W"(/n x) _ W"(a/n x) 
^ W" (/n ax) ^ W (/n ax) 
W" (/n x) aW (/n x) 
Now let X = — . Then 
/E 
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W"(a) _ 1 W" (1) 
W (a) a W (1) 
^ log W(a) = 1^1 log a + c* 
W(a) W (D+W" (1) 
W (l)e^* 
r I f 1 \ j.T«T" f 
À oO, A>1. 
Remarks : (1) The requirement that Fe3 be symmetric in its 
arguments means that F is the n-dimensional 
c.d.f. of a random vector, the components of 
which are exchangeable random variables. 
(2) This requirement of exchangeability is a result 
of using the Euclidean norm. This norm is 
symmetric in its components Fejshould be too. 
(3) Fej, symmetric in its arguments the location 
region for F will be a line segment (possibly in­
finite) lying on the line "••• ~ ^ n' 
(4) Under certain regularity conditions on F' we 
could probably get a result similar to that 
of Groeneveld and Meeden (1981). 
(5) If we regard F as the posterior distribution of 
some n-dimensional location parameter given 
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the data x, ]j(F) can be thought of as the 
Bayes estimator of All the foregoing 
results then apply to this estimator. 
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IV. APPLICATIONS 
Different stochastic orderings have been used to construct 
a location region in the plane for a given bivariate distri­
bution function F. We can now use this region for two 
purposes: to characterize the degree of asyiranetry in F and 
to establish order relationships among distributions. 
More, specifically, in this chapter two applications of 
the location region will be given. Having obtained L^, 
via either the marginal or the conditional ordering, we know 
Lj, is a closed convex set in the plane. It is intuitively 
clear that in either case, the larger is, the more F 
deviates from symmetry. In the first section of this chapter, 
this idea will be made rigorous using results from convex 
analysis. In addition, for obtained by way of the 
marginal ordering, an asymptotic result concerning the size 
of will be presented. The second section will deal with the 
use of Lp in both a point-wise as well as an overall manner 
to order distribution functions. It is possible to define 
a stochastic ordering of two distributions F and G by using 
subsets of location parameters; that is, subsets of and 
Lg. Finally, we can order the components of a random vector 
by using the location region as a whole. 
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A. Measures of Asymmetry 
Having defined the location region for a bivariate 
distribution function F, it is possible to use this set to 
characterize the degree of asymmetry of F. Since the 
location region under either stochastic ordering is a 
closed convex set in the plane, many results from convex 
analysis are applicable. Kelly and Weiss (1979) have 
developed the necessary tools needed for our purpose. 
The following propositions and definitions are 
appropriate for this discussion: (for the greatest generality, 
will be used throughout) . 
Notation; For aeE^, a7^0_, keE^, a hyperplane in ortho­
gonal to a will be denoted by {x: a'x = k}. As k varies 
through all real values, all hyperplanes orthogonal to the 
vector a are obtained. (E^ will denote Euclidean n-space, 
— A I I . I I  ^I— A 1 Y» T -J #3  ^ \ —1 V\ 44—3! T  ^4- ^  A "V" C 
_L * C # F 10 W J. UAI 11 (IF XJ -L. XLLO • Y W W WW.*. 
such as A will represent points in E^. If AeE^,. a will 
denote the vector of n components of A with respect to some 
basis for E^. 
For X, yeE^, the distance between x and y, denoted 
d(x,y) = d(X,Y) will be defined by 
d(X,Y) = I|x-v|I. 
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Definition 4.1; (open and closed half-spaces) 
If a'x = k, a^2 is the representation of a hyperplane,, 
then the graphs of a'•x>k and a'.x<k are the opposite 
sides or opposite open half-spaces of |T. The graphs of 
a'•x>k and a'.x<k are the opposite closed half-spaces of 14-. 
The hyperplane is the face of the four half-spaces. 
Definition 4.2: (supporting hyperplane) 
A hyperplane "H in is a supporting hyperplane of a set ^  
if intersects the closure of ^  and a closed side of con­
tains JL. Points in the set ^ are said to be contact points 
of ^  with and % is said to support A at each contact 
point. 
Definition 4.3; (supporting half-space) 
An open or closed half-space supports a set if it contains 
yi and its face supports Â. 
Definition 4.4; (slabs) 
The open slab between two parallel hyperplanes and is 
the intersection of the side of P2 with the p2 side of 
. The closed slab between 1*^ and 1^2 the intersection of 
the corresponding closed half-spaces. The hyperplanes 
and ]4'2 are the faces of both slabs, and the distance between 
these faces is the width of both slabs. A direction of a 
slab is a direction normal to both faces. 
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Definition 4.5; (supporting slabs) 
An open or closed slab supports a nonempty set j L if it 
contains À and both its faces support Â. 
Definition 4.6: (width of a set) 
A nonempty set A in E^"(u>l) has width zero in direction 
u if is contained in a hyperplane with direction u. 
The set has width h in the direction u if 3 a slab of width 
h and direction u that supports /&. The width of JL in the 
direction of u will be denoted by W(u). 
Two results which follow from these definitions are 
now given: 
Theorem 4.1: A nonempty bounded set JL, in (n>l) has a 
width in every direction. 
Corollary: If a set JL is not contained in a hyperplane with 
direction u and JL is bounded, then there are exactly two 
hyperplanes with direction u that support . The closed slab 
between these hyperplane supports A, and its width is the 
nonzero width of in the direction u. 
We now wish to develop an explicit expression for W(u), 
the width function, as well as prove some important proper­
ties that W(u) possesses. 
Let 1, be a line through the origin. Then, the orthogonal 
projection y = f(x) of a set into has a simple explicit 
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representation (see Figure 4.1). Let u be a vector in the 
direction of s.t. | |u| ] = 1. Thus, iff 
X =7\^u, for some 
If geli,, then the hyperplane through p and perpendicular 
to has equation 
: (x-p) ' -u = 0 
The intersection of with 3^^ corresponds to the -solution 
of 
(•Xu-p) ' -u = 0 
7V= H/'E" 
^ f(p) = (u''£)u and so in general f is the mapping 
f(x) = (x'.u)u, XE%. (4.1) 
Now, suppose that and 3^^ are two hyperplanes which 
—» 3^ -* # T  ^ -1—  ^  ^ O M  ^M X. «. — V, .—S  ^ I 3^ CLO. V;^  U.W CL C. M CLXXVA V / W U. ^XI \_/ N CIIIXWI J_> • 
Let 9 be a contact point in "}|-^, Q a contact point in 
Let u,V be opposite unit vectors in 3^ with directions OA, 
OB respectively. 
The width of in directions u, v is 
d(>^,Kg) = d(A,B) = d(0,A) + d(0,B) 
From Equation (4.1), A = f(P) = (u'*p)u 
-• d(0,A) = ||(u'.p)u|l = u' .p since u-p > 0. 
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^0 
Q 
Figure 4.1. Convex set R in the plane with supporting 
lines and 14-g 
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Similarly, d(0,B) = | 1(v'•g^)v|  = v'-g; 
= u'-p + v'-a (4.2) 
If "K is closed, then P, QeH and u'-p and v'*2, Equation 
(4.2) can be described in a more intrinsic way. Let ^4^ 
be the hyperplane perpendicular to at 0. Hence, for each 
XeH, u''X = +d(0,Y) where Y = f(X) is the orthogonal pro­
jection of "R. into . Also, u-x is positive, zero, or nega­
tive according as X is in the A side of^Q, is in % ^, or is 
in the ft side of HQ- Thus, 
u''p = sup{u' X: xeH} 
Similarly, v'.q = sup{ v'.x: xCRJ. This yields the fol­
lowing definition. 
Definition 4.7; (support function) 
If "H. is a nonempty, compact set, the support function of 
is the function H defined at each unit vector u by 
H(u) = sup{u''x: xeH} 
We note that for fixed u, the function u.x is continuous at 
all X and hence achieves a maximum on any compact set"j^ . 
Thus, the support function H of such a set has a real 
function value at each point U. on the unit sphere S (0,1). 
We can summarize this in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.2: If two parallel supporting hyperplanes to a 
compact set "K have unit normal direction u, and are s.t. 
0 is between them, then the width of in the direction of u 
is given by 
W(u) = H(u) + H(-u) . 
The artificial condition about the position of the origin can 
be removed via the following theorems. 
Theorem 4.3: If "jL is a nonempty compact set and is 
the a-translation of'R., then the width functions W and W 
of these sets are the same, and the support functions H and 
H' are related by H'(u) = H(u) + a'u. 
Theorem 4.4: If is a nonempty, compact set with support 
function H and width function W defined on S(0,1), then 
W(u) = H(u) + H(-u) . 
Finally, two important properties of the width function W 
are given 'n the following theorem and its corollary. 
Theorem 4.5: The width function for a nonempty, compact set 
is continuous on S(0,1). 
Corollary : If ^  is a nonempty compact set in E^(n>l), 
then its width function W assumes a minimal value in some 
direction u^ and a maximal value in some direction Ug-
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W(^) < WfUg), then W assumes every value intermediate to 
W(u^) and Wfu^). If u>2, W assumes every intermediate 
value infinitely often and at least once in the plane of 
H-i ' ^2 • 
We can use these results now to characterize the 
degree of asymmetry in a bivariate distribution F. Suppose 
F has bounded support. Then the location set of F is a 
nonempty, compact, convex set in the plane. Intuitively, 
the width of in a given direction u is a measure of how 
far F deviates from symmetry in that direction. If W(-) 
denotes the width function of L„, then W(u) = 0, VU£S(0,1) 
r — — 
implies is a single point £, and hence F is symmetric 
about If u*£S(0,l) s.t. W(u*) = 0, then F is symmetric 
about a line perpendicular to u*. The converse of each of 
these two statements is true, too. Thus, the width function 
contains all the information necessary to describe the 
asymmetric nature of P, 
We summarize these cases below: 
(1) W(u) = 0 VueS(0,l) iff F is symmetric about a 
point. 
(2) W(u) = 0 for exactly two values of ueS(0,l) iff 
F is symmetric about a Ixne perpendicular to u. 
(3) W(u)>0 Vues(0,1) iff F is asymmetric in every 
direction and is a plane set. 
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So the number of zeros of W serves first of all to categorize 
F: since ueS(),l) u = (^9^ , as (0,21:] let W*{a) = W(u). 
— — YSin cx| — 
A plot of W* then provides information on how F deviates 
from symmetry in each direction (see Figure 4.2). 
We now consider an asymptotic result obtained by Doksum 
(1975) . We assume F is a univariate distribution function 
whose support is the interval (a,b) , -<»<a^b<a'. We extend the 
definition of 8^^x) (see Chapter I) from to 
[a,b] by 
§n<x) = |(x+X(^)), X(^,<x<b 
Sn(x) = a<_x<X^^J. 
We also extend the definition of 6p(x) from S(F) = (a,b) to 
[a,b] by 0p(X) = ^[X-F ^(F(x))], x£[a,b]. Then 
/n [e (x)-9„(x)] is a member of the class D of functions 
n r 
on [a,b] which are right-continuous and have left-hand 
xxiLiX'CS* vjii ûiixS Spâ.C6: f Ciié wixwvu. w-ux-i- i-»t= u.acvu.. 
Doksum proves the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.6: Suppose F(t) has a continuous, positive deriv­
ative f on S(F) = [a,b], -»<a<b<". Let W_(t) denote a 
— \J 
Brownian Bridge on [0,1], i.e., W^(t) is a Gaussian process 
with mean zero and covariance function s(l-t), 0_<s_<t_<l. 
' Then 
n[6^(x)-0p(x)] converges weakly to the Gaussian 
process 
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A 
w* 
a 
TT 
(a) 
W* 
ir 
2Tr 
(b) 
K 
w* 
2tt 
Figure 4.2. Examples of width functions in the case of 
(a) symmetry about a point, (b) symmetry 
about a line in direction a*, (c) complete 
asymmetry 
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Wq(F(x)) + WQ(1-F(X)) 
2f (F~^(l-F (X) ) ) 
Now consider the location region for the bivariate 
distribution function F, obtained by way of the marginal 
ordering. Then, for each ae(0,27r], the empirical width 
function W*(a) is the width of the estimated location region 
in the direction a. Hence, for each ae(0,2n], two 
points x^, y„sS(F^jj^) s.t. 
where 0^^(•) is the empirical function of symmetry for F 
By Theorem 4.6, for x^^j^y^, and F^^.^ = 
/E 
aX^ 
--TE A 
a 
c:X^ 
^12 - ^21 
aX, 
) , where 
We summarize these results in the following theorem: 
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Theorem 4.7: If F is an absolutely continuous bivariate 
distribution function with compact support, and if W*(•) 
denotes the empirical width function for F, then for each 
aE(0,2n] Xa'ya=S(FaXT) /E[W*(a)-(8F 
A Oi.A^ 
is asymptotically normal with mean zero and variance 
FaXifXg) 
" faXi 'Pixi 11 
for 
In particular, when F ^  is symmetric about zero. 
^aX. (*0^ ^aX- -^a-
for Xaiy* 
The width function contains.all information on how F 
deviates from symmetry. Thus, the graph of W is useful in 
determining the nature of asymmetry of F; for example, the 
number of zeros of W indicate which of the above categories 
F falls into. On the other hand, if a single measure of 
asymmetry is required, various functions of W can be used. 
We can use W(or W*) to obtain some overall descriptive 
measures of asymmetry for F as follows : 
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(1) the average value of W*: 
1 
27r 
IT 
W*(a)da 
0 
(note : W* being continuous on a compact set implies 
W* is Riemann integrable) 
(2) diameter of S = sup W* ( ) = max W (u) =6 
0<a_<2iT usS (0,1) 
There is some justification for considering the 
diameter of L^,. Let be the class of all distribution 
functions with compact support. 
Let C[0,277] be the class of continuous functions on 
[0,2 IT]. We have a mapping 3*->-C [0, 2IT] where each distribu­
tion function F with compact support in 2* is mapped into 
its width function W^(*) in C[0,2n]. 
Consider the following metric: 
d = max{ |W*(x)-W*(x) 1 : XG[0,2w]}. 
Let F" be any distribution function symrrietric about 
0 0, F with compact support. Then W*. (x) = 0, Vxe[0,2Tr]. 
F 
For arbitrary Fc^*, we can then measure how far F is from 
symmetry by 
d(W* , W*) 
F 
= max{ IW*(x)-W*(x) I : xe[0,2iT]} 
F® 
= max {w*(x): xe[0,2 ]} 
r 
= diameter L^ 
= 6 
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B. Ordering of Distributions 
Having constructed the location region (under either the 
marginal or the conditional stochastic ordering), it is 
intuitively appealing to define a class of stochastic 
orderings in terms of points in the location set. The fol­
lowing discussion deals with the location region obtained 
using the marginal ordering but it is easily modified for 
use with the location region obtained using the conditional 
ordering. 
Let 3 be the class of all bivariate distribution functions 
which are continuous and increasing in each argument. The 
location region for each Fe2 is then a well-defined closed 
convex set in 2. Suppose F, GsS are given. For each 
0„eL„, 0^eL^, let u. (•) and u_ (•) denote the respective 
—r f —<3 u 2p EQ 
direction functions. For each ae(0,2'n-], let 
Op,G =((8F'lG)ELFxLG:Ug^(a) = u^(a) and 
Let _ be any subset of _. 
Definition 4.8: (S^-ordering) 
We say Fe3 is S-stochastically smaller than GeS in direction 
a (denoted F< ^G) iff 
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Gp lÊG' 
Thus, given L^, L^ and nonempty ^, the above orderings 
are well-defined. On the other hand, it is evident that 
if we replace axiom (B1') by the above ordering, and then 
attempt to construct L^, we will in general obtain an empty 
set. For example, suppose 
-F \m^ - ,1J IFJ^1(|)J^^F 
and • "2 ' ' ^ ^ 
/mc (|)\ Gx^(|\ 
[C'i'l ^  I  ( k )  I  \ 
and Sp g = If we now use the ordering < q 
to construct a location region for F, say as we did 
in Chapter II it is clear that 
1 1 I, Vae( 0 , 2 T r ]  
\ " ^  / 
But, in general, R_ (A ) ^  A_ so that L = R (A ) 
^ ^ ^ • ae(0,2Tr] ^ 
empty. 
The problem here is that we are trying to do too much. 
Having obtained {using either the standard or marginal 
ordering) it is valid to parallel the univariate case and 
define the stochastic ordering < . On the other hand, to 
S 
then use this new ordering to replace axiom (B1 ') and then 
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construct the location region (as is possible in the uni­
variate case) leads to the above contradiction. So, 
Definition 4.8, standing alone, does define a whole class 
of bivariate stochastic orderings. This example does pro­
vide insight into how one can actually construct a func­
tional satisfying location axioms (B2)-(B4). It is not 
possible to show that either the standard or marginal 
ordering axiom is satisfied by this functional. 
We can, however, use S^'-ordering in the special 
case where _ is a singleton to construct a location 
r f u 
parameter as follows. 
Consider now a weaker definition of stochastic ordering: 
Define F<G iff where (£p,6^)£Sp ^ are any measures 
of location for F and G, respectively. Clearly, if F is 
stochastically smaller than G as first defined, then F is 
stochastically smaller than G as defined above. Hence, the 
set of location functionals satisfying this weaker definition 
Z5 CGIiuââ.ri6:û. iii • 
With this in mind, we can construct an element of this 
larger set by considering points of the form 
I*(B) = %L 
-1 (a)\ 
' 
aX, ^F 1 \ _ aX 
-1 
aX_ ( h ) j  
z ! \ - aX 
(a)) 
^1 \ ae(0,2Tr], a,be(0,|-]. 
2 / 
If we let CH(S) denote the convex hull generated by all 
points in a set S, consider B_(a,b) = CH{R (0* (^]): 
./a\ 
F' ' ' lb 
ae(0,2TT]} and let e_p ) = the center of mass of Bp(a,b). 
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Then 8*ff\ can be seen to satisfy axioms (B2), (B3) 
F J 
and the modified axiom (B4 ') mentioned in the section 
describing the loss function approach. For to 
satisfy axiom (B4'), it is necessary and sufficient that for 
D = diag{d^,d2}, d^>0, d2>0 we have 
(b) = i l D x (S) 
ax a — 
But the following example shows that Equation (4.3) is not 
necessarily true, and what follows in a modification of the 
above procedure for the construction of a location parameter 
to satisfy axioms (B2)-(B4'). 
Example 4.1: To show R DR 0_ ^ 8^ ^  with R a rotation 
— -r\x ^ d -
1^1 through an angle a and D =( ^  ^1, d^>0. Consider 
f(x,y) = 3x^; 0_<x£l, 0_<y^l. Then, 
F(x,y) = x^y; 0£x£l, 0£y_<l 
F,. (x) = x^; 0<x<l 
1 ~ ~ 
F y (y) = y; O^y^l 
^2 
Let 
1100 o\ î u\ / x\ 
° = \ 0 i j  I v J  \y) 
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-> f(u,v) = —^ u^; 0<u<100, 0<V<1 
10^ 
F(u,v) = —^ u^v; 0<u<100, 0<v<l 
10® 
u^; 0<u<100 
^ 10® 
F^(v) = v; 0_<V£l 
^il -l\ 3_fl01 99\ 
\/4 2(1 ij'• \/4°^-Tr/4 ~ 
Let f be the density of (îV 
f(x,y) = |-(x+y)^ on S. 
(see Figure 4.3(a)) 
Let g be the density of 
g(x,y) = —^(x+y)^ on S ' 
2-10 
(see Figiire 4 , 3 (b) ) 
have 
l î )=  
r  ( X  +  ~  <  X  <  0  
F (x) = 
^1 72" x-x'^ + ^ , 0 < X ^ ^  
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( 0 , 0 )  
(-44) 
(-q. q> 
,99/2 101/2, 
V n f ") / 
— +  1 0 0 / 2  
(50 , 5 0 V 2) 
(0,0) 
Figure 4.3. Support regions S(a) and S'(b) for Example 4.1 
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y^, 0 < y < ^ 
F (y) 
^2 
\^/2y 
- (Y - ^ 1 Y 1 
Gxi(=) = lof 
1 ^ 1 0 
[(x+^)^ - x*], 0 < X < 
/2x ^ x^ - 74, ^2^ < X < 50/2 
10 
G (y) 
^2 
0 < y < ^ 
IY-^)^H ^ I Y 1 50/2 
/2y - —^(y-^) ^ 
10 
Consider now the medians (a = b = 
75 , 50/1 < y < 
: 
med 
med 
med 
med 
X, 
X, 
X, 
0.1774782566 
0.884585038 
55.76880661 
56.47591339 
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Now, 
l l / 2 \  _  i f l O l  9 9 \ / 0 . 1 7 7 4 7 8 2 5 6 6 %  
- l l / 2 j  2  I  9 9  1 0 1 / % 0 . 8 8 4 5 8 5 0 3 8 0 /  
_  / 5 2 . 7 4 9 6 1 1 3 4 %  
^ 5 3 . 4 5 6 7 1 8 1 2 }  
5 5 . 7 6 8 8 0 6 6 l \  
5 6 . 4 7 5 9 1 3 3 9 }  4 
We need the following preliminary result: 
Lemma 4.1: Consider the transformation D = ,j, d, >0. 
Let L: ax + by be any given line. Let 
^2 
0-
y {O' D ' 
Dj . Then 
P  ( X < L )  =  P  ( U . < D ( L )  )  .  
Proof : Suppose a = P (aX^+bX2 £ c) , 0<^a<^l 
Case (1) : hf^O 
/d, 0\ 
l.lic claao j-xj — ' 
Now the line aU^ + bU2 = c 
or equivalently, U2 = -%Ji + y 
is transformed by D into the line 
"2 = -a + e 
aU^ + bdU2 = cd 
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Hence, for tu" î = I n" illy") = ^ @ •(? :113 
PfaU^+bdUg ^ cd) = PfadX^+bdXg £ cd) 
= PfaX^+bXg £ c) 
= a. 
C a s e  ( 2 ) ;  b = 0  
Suppose 
a  =  P ( a X ^ ^ c ) ,  a ^ O  
= 
The line aUj^=c is transformed by D into the line aU^ = cd. 
Hence, 
P(aU]^£cd) = P(adX^<cd) 
=  P ( a X ^ < c )  
= a. 
Suppose F is the c.d.f. of the random vector X and is 
rhe c.d.f. of Consider the family of lines 
L  ( u )  =  {  ( x , y )  :  y  =  m ^  ( u ) } ,  a £ ( 0 , 2 i T ]  
a aX. 
for each ue(0,^]. 
Here F^^ is the marginal distribution with respect 
1. - -1 
to X 2 of % = =5^fax2(u) 
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Let Bp(u) denote the convex hull generated by all points of 
intersection of the lines {R_ (L^ (u)): ae(0,2ïï]} and let 
a 
^ ( u )  d e n o t e  t h e  c e n t e r  o f  m a s s  o f  ( u )  :  
lp(u) = k 1 xdA, where K = dA. 
B p ( u )  B p ( u )  
Theorem 4.8;  F o r  e a c h  u e ( 0 , ^ ] ,  £ p ( u )  i s  a  l o c a t i o n  p a r a m e t e r .  
Proof ; We must show 6^^ (u) satisfies the aforementioned 
axioms. 
Axiom (B2) : For a = t let G be the c.d.f. of X+a, 
• 2' / b. \ 
the c.d.f. of R (X+a) = R (X) + R (a) = R (X) + 
ct ct — — cx — ct — ct — 
( s a y ) .  B y  t h e  u n i v a r i a t e  c a s e ,  w e  k n o w  
nu ( u )  + b_ =  m  ( u )  
axg ^axg 
Lr, (u) + R (a) = Lp (u) ; Va, ¥u 
fa * - g* 
(Lp (u) ) + a = R_^ (Lg (u) ) , Va 
a  a  
B p ( u )  +  a  =  B g ( u )  
 ^£^ p( u )  -r a  -  ^  ( u )  
i . e . ,  0 ^ ( u )  +  a  =  0 . ^ + ^ ( u )  
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0 V -l) A x i o m  ( B 3 ) ;  C o n s i d e r  f i r s t  t h e  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  T  
(i.e. ,  a  r e f l e c t i o n  a b o u t  t h e  x - a x i s ) .  L e t  G  b e  t h e  c . d . f .  
of T (X) , C- the c.d.f. of R (T. (X) ) = T. (R „ (X) ) . Now 
U — Ct C6 U — U —06 — 
{R_n ( L  ( u )  )  :  a e  ( 0 , 2 7 7 ]  }  =  { R  ( L  ( u )  )  :  a e  ( 0 , 2 i r ]  }  
a -a R ^T qX  
=  { R  ( L  y ( u ) ) :  a £ ( 0 , 2 i T ] }  
a  T q R _ ^ X  
=  { R _ ^ ( T q ( L j ^  ^ ( U) ) )  : a e ( 0 , 2 T r ] }  
-ct-
(by the invariate case) 
=  { T q ( R ^ ( L „  ^ ( U ) ) )  : a £ ( 0 , 2 7 r ] }  
-a— 
-  T  ( R  f T  )  :  a s  ( 0  , 2 i r ]  }  
-
B g ( u )  = Tq(BJ, ( u ) )  
0 ^  ( u )  =  T q  ( £ p  ( U )  )  
i . e . ,  T q 0 ^ j ^ ( u )  =  8 ^  X  ( u ) .  ( 4 . 3 )  
— 0 — 
iNêxc, consiaer tne roicacxon Ko . j_,eT: u oe tne c.a.r. or p 
R „ ( X ) ,  G  t h e  c . d . f .  o f  R  ( R . ( X ) )  =  R  , „ ( X ) .  ( N o t e :  p  —  a  a  p  —  a + p  —  
B L g { B _  ( L g  ( u ) ) :  a £  ( 0 , 2 m ] }  
a 
— /o ft - /no—11. 
=  { R _ g ( L p  ( u )  )  :  a e ( 0 , 2 i T ] }  
a 
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r_^(bg(u)) =bp(u) 
-> bg(u) = rg(bp(u)) 
-5» 0^(U) = Rg(0p(TL)) 
i . e . ,  R ^ ( 0 _ ^ ( u ) )  =  8 %  x ( u ) .  ( 4 . 4 )  
— g— 
Finally, since any reflection can be expressed as 
\ = vo' 
-T " -R 
a— a 0— 
=  R  ( 9 _  y ( u )  )  ( b y  ( 4 . 4 )  )  
a -TqX 
= R^Tq(£j,(u) )  ( b y  ( 4 . 3 ) )  
=  T ^ ( 0 ^ ( u ) ) ,  e s t a b l i s h i n g  a x i o m  B ( 3 ) .  
1 = (o^ l) ' Axiom (B4 ) : Consider first the transformation D 
d ^ > 0 .  L e t  G  b e  t h e  c . d . f .  o f  D ^ ( X )  a n d  t h e  c . d . f .  o f  
R„ (D, (X) ) . 
U J- — 
For every ae(0,2iT] 3 gs (0 , 2iT] s.t. 
D  ( R  ( L  ( u ) ) )  =  R  . ( L  ( u ) ) .  
1 -a F^ -B Gg 
I n  f a c t ,  3  i s  s . t .  d ^  a r c t a n  3  =  a r c t a n  a .  
This follows immediately from Lemma 1 (and the fact that 
any affine transformation takes parallel lines into parallel 
l i n e s ) .  ( S o ,  i f  x  i s  a  p o i n t  o f  i n t e r s e c t i o n  o f  t w o  l i n e s :  
X = R ^ (Lp (u) ) n R Q, (Lp (u) ) then D^x is also a point 
" 1 ai ~ 2 a2 
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of intersection: D.x = R _ (L_ (u))H R « (L^ (u)) where 
°8, "®2 =6 
arctan = ar c t a n  ( i  =  1 , 2 ) ) .  
-> d^(bp(u)) = bg(u) 
- >  D ^ ( 8 p ( u ) )  =  0 ^ ( u )  
i . e . ,  D ^ £ j ^ ( u )  =  y X u ) .  
A similar argument holds for transformations of the form 
D„ = P ^ \, d_>0 and so for transformations 
VO dj 2 
/^1 ° \ 
^ = [O d,/' *1>0' ^ 2>°-
Hence, given two distribution functions F and G, we can 
construct 0_(u) and 8_(u) as above, and then define F smaller 
—r —(a 
than G iff 
1 êctu). 
This can be done for each value of ue(0,^] to obtain an 
entire class of stochastic orderings. In fact, we can 
more generally let S be any subset of (0,. and define 
F  s m a l l e r  t h a n  G  i f f  
( u )  1 9 q(u) ,  VueS. 
There are many ways to define an ordering of component 
random variables in a random vector. Snijders (1981) con­
siders a number of definitions, and provides an important 
result establishing their equivalence. His primary concern 
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is the following testing problem: 
Given a random vector X = with distribution 
function F, we wish to test 
H :  F ( x , y )  =  F ( y , x )  
versus an alternative under which y is in some sense sto­
chastically smaller than X. One approach is to rotate the 
distribution through a (counterclockwise) angle of 45° and 
then test for symmetry about the y-axis versus the alterna­
tive that the rotated distribution is stochastically posi­
tive. Snyders considers a group of transformations G, where 
for geG, g(x,y) = (g(x), g(y)), and g is an increasing in­
jection gThe transformed or rotated problem is not 
invariant with respect to this group. Hence, Snyders 
considers the original testing problem with an appropriate 
alternative which is invariant under G. To this end, he 
gives the following definition of bivariate asymmetry, indi­
cating that in the random vector ^ is stochastically 
smaller than X. 
Definition 4.9: (stochastic ordering for components of a 
random vector) 
Given a random vector X = , we say that X is sto­
c h a s t i c a l l y  l a r g e r  t h a n  Y  i f f  
P ( ( X , Y ) e A )  > •  P ( ( Y , X ) e A ) ,  V A e U  
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where 
•^ = {AeWP : if (Xj_,y^)£A, ^2-^1' Y 2-^1 ' 
t h e n  ( x 2 . y 2 ) e A }  
It is not unreasonable to use the location region to 
obtain a natural ordering for the components of X. 
Consider the location region obtained by using the 
marginal ordering. Let 
S j ^  =  { ( 8 p ^ ^ u ) , 8 p  ( v ) ) E L p  % X p  :  ( 8 p ^  ( u )  , e p ^ { v )  )  s L ^ ;  
u , v e  ( 0  - ,  i ]  }  
Suppose further that lies entirely below the equi-angular 
line. Then, (u) ^ m^ (v) , . Thus, in the 
spirit of Definition 4.8, we have Y <_ X. In this way, the 
M 
location region, taken as a whole can be used to define 
when one component of a random vector is S^-stochastically 
larger than the other component. 
Similarly, if L„ is the location region obtained by 
using the conditional ordering, let 
S _  =  { ( 0 ^  ( u j y ) ,  0 ^  ( v { x ) ) :  f o r  x £ S ( F  ) ,  y e S ( F ^ ) ,  
^x|y ^y|x 
( e ^ l ^ C u l y ) ,  8 p  ( v | x ) ) £ L p ;  u , v £ ( 0 , ^ ] }  
y|x 
If Lp Lies entirely below the equi-angular line, then 
it is aporooriate to sav Y <„ X. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
A. Multivariate Generalization 
The construction of the location region in Chapters II 
and III was accomplished by reducing the bivariate problem 
to a univariate problem. In Chapter II, the marginal 
distributions were used to construct a location rectangle, 
obtained as the Cartesian product of the univariate marginal. 
location intervals. All possible rotations of the random 
vector were then considered, a location rectangle obtained 
for each, and then by intersecting the inversely rotated 
rectangles, a location region was constructed. A similar 
process in Chapter III yielded a location region under a 
more restrictive type of stochastic ordering. Again, the 
bivariate problem was reduced to a univariate problem, this 
time by considering not only the marginal distributions, but 
also all conditional distributions as well. In each direc­
tion, a location rectangle was obtained as the Cartesian 
product of the union of the location intervals, where the 
union was taken over all values of the conditioning variable. 
By averaging again over all possible rotations, a location 
region was constructed. 
These procedures can be applied to the general 
multivariate case in the same way. Thus, with the marginal 
ordering, hyperrectangles can be constructed by forming the 
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Cartesian product of the ranges of the marginal symmetry 
functions. By then considering all orthogonal transforma­
tions of the random vector, an analogous averaging can be 
done, this time averaging over all orthogonal transforma­
tions. Similarly, in the conditional ordering case, location 
hyperrectangles are obtained as the Cartesian product of the 
union of the ranges of the respective univariate conditional 
functions of symmetry. This is done for every orthogonal 
transformation and then averaged. In both cases, all three 
methods of approach yield essentially the same location 
region, the proofs completely analogous to those in the bi-
variate case. Also, the regions are again closed convex 
sets. 
The results on estimation are also easily extended but 
the inability to portray the estimated location region 
graphically in & ^  for n>3 makes the usefulness of such 
extensions questionable. 
Since results on the loss function approach, measures 
of location and measures of asymmetry were originally pre­
sented in multivariate form, extensions of these results 
are immediate. 
The applications dealing with stochastic orderings are 
also easily extended. It seems reasonable that a test of 
whether a multivariate distribution is symmetric about the 
equi-angular line versus one component is stochastically 
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larger than the remaining variables could have applications 
in linear models; specifically, the analysis of variance. 
B. Summary 
This paper has extended the univariate results obtained 
by Doksum regarding measures of location and asymmetry to 
the multivariate case. The method of approach reduced the 
multivariate problem to the univariate case by considering 
the respective marginal and conditional distributions. Two 
appropriate stochastic orderings were defined in each case, 
and a location region was then constructed. These methods 
were used in the construction of these regions, paralleling 
Doksum's approach in the univariate case. The resulting 
location region is a closed, convex, set. For the bivariate 
case, estimation of the location regions was discussed, and 
computer programs were presented which produced plots of the 
estimated regions in the plane. Examples were given and 
properties of these sample regions were also discussed. 
These graphs of the estimated location region serve as 
a general and perhaps subjective guide to check if the 
assumption of symmetry is valid. They are not intended to 
be used as formal tests of the hypothesis of symmetry; 
indeed, the alternate hypothesis in such tests is so 
large, that the power of such tests would undoubtedly be 
very low- More specific alternatives are necessary, and such 
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tests can be found in the literature (see for example, 
S n i j d e r s  ( 1 9 8 1 ) ) .  
Finally, two applications of the location region were 
presented. These include using points in the location 
region as measures of location for a given distribution, as 
well as using the region as a whole to characterize the 
degree of asymmetry in a distribution. The latter was done 
by considering the width function, a tool taken from convex 
analysis. Again, the graph of the empirical width function 
should serve as a guide to check the hypothesis of symmetry, 
much as a full normal plot aids in the checking of normality. 
In addition, it is possible to use the ideas developed to 
define stochastic orderings of both multivariate distribu­
tion functions and components of multivariate random vectors. 
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V I I I .  A P P E N D I X  " A  
Given below are two FORTRAN programs used to construct 
estimates for the location region The first program and 
its corresponding subprograms are used to obtain an estimated 
region under the marginal stochastic ordering. This program 
is given in section I. To obtain an estimated location region 
under the conditional stochastic ordering, only the main 
program from section I needs to be altered and one additional 
s u b p r o g r a m  i s  a l s o  n e e d e d .  T h e s e  a r e  g i v e n  i n  s e c t i o n  I I .  
I. Marginal ordering: 
C MAIN PROGRAM 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED 
REAL X(300), Y(300), THETAX(300), THETAY(300), SX(300), 
S Y ( 3 0 0 )  
REAL PI (2), P2(2), P3 (2) , P4(2), RP1(2), RP2(2), RP3 (2) , 
R P 4  ( 2 )  
REAL A(2), RA(2), SC(4), YC(4), DEGREE 
INTEGER LOCSML, LOCBIG, SMALLX, SMALLY, BIGX, BIGY, N 
C  S E T  S A M P L E  S I Z E  A T  3 0 0  
N=300 
C INITIALIZE THE SEED FOR THE PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBER 
C GENERATOR: IN THIS EXAMPLE, AN IMSL SUBROUTINE CALLED 
C GGNML IS USED TO GENERATE STANDARD NORMAL RANDOM 
C VARIABLES 
DSEED = 11111. DO 
C GENERATE X-COORDINATES 
CALL GGNML (DSEED,N,X) 
C GENERATE Y-COORDINATES 
D S E E D  =  3 4 5 6 7 8 .  D O  
CALL GGNML (DSEED,N,Y) 
C INITIALIZE FIRST DIRECTION 
DEGREE = 0.0 
C SET 9 INCH LENGTH OF AXES FOR FINAL PLOT 
S L  =  9 . 0  
Y L  =  9 . 0  
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C ROTATE THE SAMPLE THROUGH DEGREES 
25 DO 30 K=1,N 
A ( l )  =  X ( K )  
A ( 2 )  =  Y ( K )  
CALL ROTATE (A,RA,-DEGREE) 
S X ( K )  =  R A ( 1 )  
S Y ( K )  =  R A ( 2 )  
30 CONTINUE •. 
C SORT THE X AND Y COORDINATES 
C A L L  S O R T ( S X , N )  
CALL SORT(SY,N) 
C COMPUTE THE MARGINAL FUNCTIONS OF SYMMETRY EVALUATED 
AT THEIR RESPECTIVE ORDER STATISTICS 
DO 40 .L=1,N 
T H E T A X ( L )  =  ( S X ( L ) + S X ( N - L + 1 ) ) / 2 . 0  
T H E T A X ( L )  =  ( S Y ( L ) + S Y ( N - L + 1 ) ) / 2 . 0  
40 CONTINUE 
C COMPUTE THE COORDINATES OF THE FOUR CORNERS OF THE 
C LOCATION RECTANGLE AND ROTATE THEM BACK -DEGREES 
SMALLX = L0CSML(THETAX,1,N) 
SMALLY = LOCSML(THETAY,1,N) 
BIGX = LOCBIG(THETAX,1i N) 
BIGY = LOCBIG(THETAY,1,N) 
P l ( l )  =  T H E T A X ( S M A L L X )  
P I ( 2 )  =  T H E T A Y ( S M A L L Y )  
P 2 ( l )  =  T H E T A X ( S M A L L X )  
P 2 ( 2 )  =  T H E T A Y ( B I G Y )  
P 3 ( l )  =  T H E T A X ( B I G X )  
P 3 ( 2 )  =  T H E T A Y ( B I G Y )  
P 4 ( l )  =  T H E T A X ( B I G X )  
P 4 ( 2 )  =  T H E T A Y ( S M A L L Y )  
CALL ROTATE(Pi,RPl,(-1.0)*DEGREE) 
CALL ROTATE(P2,RP2,(-1.0)*DEGREE) 
v-c j , ruro , v—x . u ; "i^xivjrulri; 
CALL ROTATE(P4,RP4,(-1.0)*DEGREE) 
% C ( 1 )  =  R P l ( l )  
X C ( 2 )  =  R P 2 ( 1 )  
X C ( 3 )  =  R P 3 ( 1 )  
X C ( 4 )  =  R P 4  ( 1 )  
Y C ( 1 )  =  R P l ( 2 )  
Y C ( 2 )  =  R P 2 ( 2 )  
Y C ( 3 )  =  R P 3 ( 2 )  
Y C ( 4 )  =  R P 4 ( 2 )  
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C PRINT OUT THE COORDINATES OF B-HAT SUB DEGREE 
W R I T E ( 6 , 5 0 )  D E G R E E ,  R P l ( 1 )  ,  R P l ( 2 ) ,  R P 2 ( 1 )  ,  R P 2 ( 2 ) ,  
C  R P 3 ( 1 ) ,  R P 3 ( 2 ) ,  R P 4 ( 1 ) ,  R P 4 ( 2 )  
50 FORMAT(•0DEGREE=', F5.1, 2X, 4{' ( ' ,F10 .3, ' ,',F10.3,') ',2X)) 
C PLOT THE RECTANGLE 
CALL GRAPH(4,XC,YC,11,6,XL,YL,0.10,-0.40,0.10,-0.40, 
C  ' X - A X I S ; , ' , ' Y - A X I S , ' , ' E S T  L O C  R E G I O N ; ' , ' ; ' )  
X L = 0 . 0  
Y L = 0 . 0  
C INCREMENT DEGREE 
DEGREE = DEGREE + 5.0 
IF(DEGREE .LT. 90) GO TO 25 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE ROTATE(POINT,RPOINT,DEGREE) 
C THIS IS A SUBROUTINE TO ROTATE A POINT (INPUT) THROUGH 
C AN ANGLE ANPHA 
C THE ROTATED POINT IS RPOINT (OUTPUT). 
REAL POINT(2), RPOINT(2), ALPHA, DEGREE, PI 
D A T A  P I / 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 /  
ALPHA = DEGREE*PI/180.0 
RPOINT(1) = POINT(1)*COS(ALPHA) - POINT(2)*SIN(ALPHA) 
RPOINT(2) = POINT(1)*SIN(ALPHA) + POINT(2)*COS(ALPHA) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SORT(VECTOR,N) 
C THIS IS A SIMPLE SORTING SUBROUTINE WHICH WILL ARRANGE 
C THE N ELEMENTS OF THE ARRAY VECTOR INTO INCREASING ORDER 
INTEGER N, TOP, SMLEST, LOCSML 
REAL VECTOR (N) 
T0P=1 
10 SMLEST + LOCSML(VECTOR, TOP, N) 
CALL SWITCH(VECTOR(TOP), VECTOR(SMLEST)) 
T0P=T0P+1 
I F ( T O P . L T . N )  G O  T O  1 0  
RETURN 
END 
INTEGER FUNCTION LOCSML(A, FROM, TO) 
C THIS FUNCTION LOCATES THE POSITION OF THE SMALLEST 
C ELEMENT OF THOSE NUMBERS IN THE ARRAY A FROM A(FROM) 
C  T O  A ( T O ) .  
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INTGEH FROM, TO, I 
REAL A (TO) 
LOCSML = FROM 
I = FROM+1 
IF(I.GT.TO) RETURN 
IF(A(I) .LT. A(LOCSML)) LOCSML+I 
1=1+1 
GO TO 10 
END 
INTEGER FUNCTION LOCBIG(A,FROM,TO) 
C THIS FUNCTION LOCATES THE POSITION OF THE LARGEST ELEMENT 
C  O F  T H O S E  N U M B E R S  I N  T H E  A R R A Y  A  F R O M  A ( F R O M )  T O  A ( T O )  
INTEGER FROM, TO, I 
R E A L  A ( T O )  
LOCBIG = FROM 
I = FROM+1 
IF (I.GT.TO) RETURN 
IF (A(I).GT. A(LOCBIG))LOCBIG=I 
1=1+1 
GO TO 10 
END 
SUBROUTINE SWITCH (A,B) 
C THIS IS A SUBROUTINE TO INTERCHANGE THE CONTENTS 
C OF THE VARIABLES A AND B 
REAL A, B, COPYA 
COPYA = A 
A=B 
B = COPYA 
RETURN 
END 
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I I .  C o n d i t i o n a l  o r d e r i n g :  
C MAIN PROGRAM 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEEB 
R E A L S X ( 3 0 0 ) ,  S Y ( 3 0 0 ) ,  T H T A C Y ( 3 0 0 ) ,  T H T A C X ( 3 0 0  )  
REAL TCXMIN(25), TCXMAX(25), TCYMIN(25), TCYMAX(25) 
R E A L  P I  ( 2 ) ,  P 2 ( 2 ) ,  P 3 ( 2 ) ,  P 4  ( 2 )  
REAL RP1(2), RP2(2), RP3(2), RP4(2) 
R E A L A ( 2 ) ,  R A ( 2 ) ,  X C ( 4 ) ,  Y C ( 4 )  
REAL DEGREE, SIGMA(3), RVEC(300,2), WKVEC(2), CX(300), 
C Y ( 3 0 0 )  
REAL LENDPT, RENDPT, DELTA 
INTEGER SMLCY, SMLCX, BIGCY, BIGCX 
INTEGER LOCSML, LOCBIG, I 
N=300 
DSEED = 44444.DO 
W K V E C ( l )  = 0 . 0  
S I G M A ( 1 )  = 1 . 0  
S I G M A ( 2 )  =  0 . 5  
S I G M A ( 3 )  =  1 . 0  
CALL GGNML (DSEED, N, 2, SIGMA, 300, RVEC, VÏKVEC, 1ER) 
D E G R E E  =  0 . 0  
X L  =  9 . 0  
Y L  =  9 . 0  
25 DO 30 K=1,N 
A ( l )  =  R V E C ( K , 1 )  
A ( 2 )  =  R V E C ( K , 2 )  
CALL ROTATE (A,RA,DEGREE) 
S X ( K )  =  R A ( 1 )  
S Y ( K )  =  R A ( 2 )  
30 CONTINUE 
CALL CSORT(SX,XY,N) 
D E L T A = ( S X ( N ) - S X ( 1 ) ) / 2 5 . 0  
D O  3 5  J = l , 2 5  
1=0 
LENDPT = SX(1) + (J-1)*DELTA 
RENDPT = SX(1) + J*DELTA 
D O  3 2  K = 1 , N  
I F  ( S X ( K ) . G E . L E N D P T . A N D . S X ( K ) . L E .  
RENDPT) GO TO 31 
GO TO 32 
31 I = I+l 
C Y ( I )  =  S Y ( K )  
32 CONTINUE 
CALL SORT{CY,I) 
D O  3 3  L = 1 , I  
T H T A C Y ( L )  =  ( C Y ( L ) + C Y ( I - L + 1 ) ) / 2 . 0  
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33 CONTINUE 
SMLCY = LOCSML(THTACY,1,1) 
BIGCY = LOCBIG(THTACY,1,1) 
TCYMIN(J) = THTACY(SMLCY) 
TCYMAX(J) = THTACY(BIGCY) 
35 CONTINUE 
SMALLY = LOCSML(TCYMIN,1,25) 
BIGY = LOCBIG(TCYMAX,l,25) 
CALL CSORT(SY,SX,N) 
D E L T A  =  ( S Y ( N ) - S Y ( l ) ) / 2 5 . 0  
D O  4 5  J = l , 2 5  
1=0 
LENDPT = SY(1) + (J-1)*DELTA 
RENDPT = SY(1) + J*DELTA 
D O  4 2  K = 1 , N  
I F  ( S Y ( K ) . G E . L E N D P T . A N D . S Y ( K ) . L E . R E N D P T )  
C GO TO 41 
GO TO 42 
41 1=1+1 
C X ( I )  =  S X ( K )  
42 CONTINUE 
CALL SORT (CX,I) 
D O  4 3  L = 1 , I  
T H T A C X ( L )  =  ( C X ( L ) + C X ( I - L + 1 )  ) / 2 . 0  
43 CONTINUE 
SMLCX = LOCSML (THTACX,1,I) 
BIGCX = L0CBIG(THTACX,1,I) 
TCXMIN(J) = THTACX(XMLCX) 
TCMAX(J) = THTACX(BIGCX) 
45 CONTINUE 
SMALLX = LOCSML(TCXMIN,1,25) 
BIGX = LOGBIG(TCXMAX,l,25) 
•OT \ — rnriV-MT-NT /• CMTV T T v\ 
P I ( 2 )  =  T C Y M I N ( S M A L L Y )  
P 2 ( l )  =  T C X M I N ( S M A L L X )  
P 2 ( 2 )  =  T C Y M A X ( B I G Y )  
P 3 ( l )  =  T C X M A X ( B I G X )  
P 3 ( 2 )  =  T C Y M A X ( B I G Y )  
P 4 ( l )  =  T C X M A X ( B I G X )  
P 4 ( 2 )  =  T C Y M I N ( S M A L L Y )  
CALL ROTATE (Pi,RPl,(-1.0)*DEGREE) 
CALL ROTATE (P2,RP2,(-1.0)*DEGREE) 
CALL ROTATE (P3,RP3,(-1.0)*DEGREE) 
CALL ROTATE (P4,RP4,(-1.0)*DEGREE) 
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X C ( 1 )  =  R P l ( l )  
S C ( 2 )  =  R P 2 ( 1 )  
S C ( 3 )  =  R P 3 ( 1 )  
S C ( 4 )  =  R P 4 ( 1 )  
Y C ( 1 )  =  R P 1 ( 2 )  
Y C ( 2 )  =  R P 2 ( 2 )  
Y C ( 3 )  =  R P 3 ( 2 )  
Y C ( 4 )  =  R P 4  ( 2 )  
W R I T E ( 6 , 5 0 )  D E G R E E ,  R P l ( 1 ) ,  R P l ( 2 ) ,  R P 2 ( 1 ) ,  R P 2 ( 2 ) ,  
C  R P 3 ( 1 ) ,  R P 3 ( 2 ) ,  R P 4 ( 1 ) ,  R P 4  ( 2 )  
5 0  F O R M A T ( ' O D E G R E E = • ,  F 5 . 1 , 2 X , 4 ( ' ( ' , F 1 0 . 3 , ' ) ' , F 1 0 . 3 , ' ) ' ,  
C  2 X )  )  
CALL GRAPH(4,SX,YC,11,6,SL,YL,1.0,-4.0,1.0,-4.0, 
C 'X-AXIS;','Y-AXIS;','EST LOC REGION; 
X L = 0 . 0  
Y L = 0 . 0  
DEGREE = DEGREE +5.0 
I F ( D E G R E E . L T . 9 0 )  G O  T O  2 5  
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE CSORT(KEYS, OTHER, N) 
INTEGER N, TOP, SMLEST, LOCSML 
REAL KEYS (N), OTHER (N) 
TOP = 1 
10 SMLEST = LOCSML(KEYS,TOP,N) 
CALL SWITCH (KEYS(TOP), KEYS(SMLEST)) 
CALL SWITCH (OTHER(TOP), OTHER (SMLEST)) 
TOP = TOP+1 
I F ( T O P . L T . N )  G O  T O  1 0  
return 
END 
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I X .  A P P E N D I X  B  
A. Review of the Univariate Loss 
Function Approach 
Bickel and Lehmann (1975) consider using as a measure 
of location the value 8=8^ which minimizes the integral 
p ( x - 8 ) d F ( x ) ,  ( B . l )  
where is an even, convex, nonnegative and twice 
differentiable function. 
They prove the following result: 
Theorem B.l;  S u p p o s e  t h a t  6 ^  i s  d e f i n e d  a s  m i n i m i z i n g  
Equation (B.l) on a setwhich is convex, contains all 
point masses, is closed under changes of scale, and contains 
a  d i s t r i b u t i o n  F * ^  s y m m e t r i c  a b o u t  z e r o  s . t .  
p "  ( x )  d F ^  ( x + t )  < 0 0  f o r  a l l  t  a n d  
r n r n 
H — j H v-*»- '-* / 
For any given distribution F, denote by F^ the distribution 
defined by F^(x) = F(^). Suppose that 
8 p  =  a S p  V F e S ,  a > 0 .  
a 
Then,- p ' ( x )  =  c  I XI  ^  sqn x for some X>0, c>0-
This result implies that we can restrict our attention to 
functions p of the form p (x) = |x|^, 1. We now prove 
that for such a p, 8^ is a location functional. Though the 
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proof is not new, it is included here because it provides 
insight into the multivariate case. 
Consider the following integral: 
x-erdf)x); a>1 
Let 0p(X) be the value of 0 which minimizes p^(6) for 
each X^l; i.e., U%(8p(^)) = inf | x - 0  r d F ( x )  .  
DeGroot and Rao (1963) show that 0p(A) satisfies the 
following equation. 
J 
x > 0  
( x -e) ^ " ^ d F ( x )  =  [  ( 0 - x ) ^  ^ d F ( x )  
x < 0  
Proposition B.l:  ( 1 )  ] i p ( 0 )  =  (x-0)^ ^ d F ( x )  
x > 0  
is a decreasing function of 
(2) yp(0) = ( 0 - x ) ^ " ^ d F ( x )  
x < 0  
— o ^ O /-r  ^V» 4- ^  /—^  Q 
Proof : (1) Assume 
"®l-"®2 
X—0 ^^x—82 
.a—1 . - .a—1 
= »  i x - o ^; >_ ix-o^; , since a^j. . 
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(x-e^)^"^df(x) > 
x>8t =>82 
(x-e^)^ ^df(x) 
since we are integrating over 
a smaller set 
> 
x>e 
( x - G g ) ^  ^ d F ( x )  
2 
by Equation (B.2) 
This proves (1). Result (2) follows similarly. 
Proposition B.2:  s a t i s f i e s  t h e  u n i v a r i a t e  a x i o m s  o f  
location for each À^l. 
Proof : (ul) : Assume F(x) ^ G (x) , Vx • 
Consider the function h.(x) = (x-9)^ x>9, À>1. 
u — 
Now hg is a nonnegative increasing function of x for each 
fixed 0. 
For each positive integer n, define 
^  =  { x :  h g  ( x )  ^  ,  k  =  1 , 2 ,  .  .  .  , n - 2 ^ ,  
B ®  =  { x :  h  ( x )  >  n } .  
n — 
0 Define the sequence of simple functions {s^(x)} where 
8 1 n-z* 
s  ( x )  = - ^  Z  I  ( x )  +  n l  p ( x ) ,  w h e r e  
n 2"" i=l a® _ b? 
1/11 11 
Ç 1  i f  x e S  
^  i f  X E S  
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Since hg is increasing, ^ "^k+l n' and 
4 , n  
k-1 
_n 
O n  I s ® ( x ) - h g ( x ) I  <  a n d  s i n c e  
0 0 lim B = (p, we have lim s (x) = h-(x) ; for all x. 
n^oo " n-»-» 
Actually, s^ I hg pointwise. Hence, 
( x - 0 ) ^  ^ d F ( x )  =  l i m  
x > 0  n^oo 
s ^ ( x ) d F ( x )  ( L M C T )  
x > 0  
2 n • 2 
= lim I 
n->-oo 2 • k=l a%,n 
d F  ( x )  
2  n .  2  
= lim — Z [1-F(a )] 
n-M= 2^ k=l 
I  n - 2  
< lim — Z [ 1 - G ( a ,  ) ]  ( b y  a s s u m p t i o n )  
~ n-voo 2^ k=l 
2  n .  2  
= lim —— Z 
n-yao 2 k=l 
d G  ( x )  
k , n  
lim 
n-)-o° 
s ^ ( x ) d G ( x )  
x > 0  
( x - 0 ) ^ ~ ^ d G ( x )  ( L M C T )  
16S 
A similar argument shows 
( 0 - x ) ^  ^ d F ( x )  >  
x < 0  
(e-x)^"^dg(x) 
x < 0  
If we let Up(0) = ( x - 0 ) ^  ^ d F ( x ) ,  
x > 0  
h<;(9) = ( x - 8 ) ^  ^ d G ( x )  
x > 0  
= f - - a-1^ U p ( 0 )  =  j  ( 0 - x )  d F ( x )  
x < 0  
UgO) = ( 0 - x ) ^  ^ d G ( x )  
we have 
and 
x < 0  
mf(8p(a)) = up(0p(x)) 
(by DeGroot and Rao. 1963) 
Using Proposition B.2, see Figure B.l. 
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(X) ( À )  
i-igure B.l. The functions and ^  
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We have the following claim: 
1 ggcx) / vx>1 
Proof of claim: Fix X>1 and assiime 8_(À) > 0^(X). 
— r G 
U p C S p C X ) )  l y p O g C A ) )  a n d  y p ( 0 p ( X )  i P p O g C X )  
But M_p(8p(X ) ) = Up (0p (X ) ) implies 
ûp(8g(x)) < pp(8p(x)) =up(ep(x)) iyp(0g(a)) 
^ irg(8g(x)) liip(8g(x)) 
1 ûftgpfa)) 
= yp(0p(a) ) 
lli5,(8g(x)) 
< ii<3(8p(x)) 
U p ( 8 g ( X ) )  =  û p ( 8 g ( X ) ) .  ( B . 3 )  
But DeGroot and Rao (1363) show that since W(x) = |x 
is strictly convex, 6p(X) is unique. Hence, the contra­
diction Equation (B.3) establishes the claim and thus 
axiom (ul) is proven. 
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( u 2 ) :  L e t  Y  =  a X + b .  T h e n  F ^ f x )  =  F ^ '  a > 0  
Now 
| x - 0 p ( X ) | ^  ^ d F ( x )  =  0 .  H e n c e ,  
| x -e„ ( X ) l ^ " ^ d F ^ ( x )  =  0  
| x - 8 p  ( X )  l ^ " ^ d F ^ ( ^ )  =  0  
| a x + b - e  ( X ) l ^ " ^ d F  ( x )  =  0  
Y 
8p (X)-b 
| x - ( — ^  ) l ^ " ^ d F ^ ( x )  =  0  
B p  ( A ) - b  
) p  ( X )  =  ^  a 8 ^ ( X )  4 - b  =  a G ^  ( X ) + b .  
fit \ . Tq+- V =  _v TT — 1  —TT r_v ' (  
Now 
x - 8 ^  ( X ) | ^  ^ d F  ( x )  =  0 .  H e n c e ,  
x - S p  ( X ) l ^ " ^ d [ l - F ^ ( - x ) ]  =  0  
-x-Gp (X)|^"^DF^(X) = 0 
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| x - ( - 8 p  ( X )  )  1 ^  ^ d F ^ ( x )  =  0  
8p (a) = e^ix) = -8_x(x) = -8p (a). 
Hence, 0p(X) satisfies (ul)-(u3) and thus is a univariate 
location parameter. 
